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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Office of Experiment Stations,

Washington, D. C, April 25, 1895.

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith for publication Bulletin

No. 24 of this Office, containing the proceedings of the Eighth Annual
Convention of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges and

Experiment Stations, held at Washington, D. C, November 13-15,

1894. The stenographic report of this meeting was made by Mr. R. M.

Eeese, of the Division of Entomology of this Department.

Respectfully,

A. C. True,
Director.

Hon. J. Sterling Morton,
Secretary of Agriculture,



OONSTITUTK > V

01 'mi

IAT10N OF AMERICAS &6RICDLTnRAL COLLEGES AND EXPERIMENT STATIONS,

This Association thai] be called the Aesooiation of Amerioan Agricultural ( lolleges

cperimenl stations.

OBJECT.

The object of this Aasociatiou shall be the oonsideratioD and discussion of all

questions pertaining to the successful progress and administration of the colleges

and .stations included in the Association, and to secure to that end mutual coopera-

tion.

MEMBERSHIP.

(1) Every college established under the act of Congress approved July 2, 1862, <>r

ring the benefits <»t" the act <»t' Congress approved August 30, L890, and every

iltnral experiment Btatibn established onder State or Congressional authority,

the Bureau of Education of the Department of the Interior, the Department of

lltnrc and the Office of Experiment Stations of the Last-named Department,

shall be eligible to membership in this Association.

_ Any institution a member of the Association in full standing may Bend any

number <>f delegates to the meetings of the Association, but one shall be designated

to the Association as the regular representative and voting delegate. The same
nt both college and B station, but Shall cast only one rote in

genera] sessions. < tther delegates may be designated by any institution to repn

it in s] ation, but such del< ill vote only in such

d no institution shall be allowed more than one vote in anj sectional

(3) : from other institutions engaged in educational or experimental work
in the inl rriculture or mechanic arts may. by o majority vote, !><• admitted

of the Association, with all privileges except the right tovo
j In lik'- manner, any person engaged or directly interested in agriculture or

ihall attend anj ion of this

to similar j»rivileges.

[OHS.

l The Association shall be tions npon l college work;
id eheml -•

and botany ;
i sntom<

e executive committee shall, upon the reqi ten in»ti-

tution it ion <»f proi isional

• - <i\\ ii pi id of the

and preai i at 1 be el m en-

K>lution or othei ill be valid until the
shall have l>« •



MEETINGS.

(1) This Association shall hold at least one meeting in every calendar year, to be
designated as the annual convention of the Association. Special meetings may he
held at other times, upon the call of the executive committee, for purposes to he
specified in the call.

(2) The annual convention of the Association shall comprise general sessions and
meetings of the sections, and provision shall he made therefor in the programme.
The section meetings may he simultaneous or otherwise, at the discretion of the execu-

tive committee, hut at least two sections of the Association, to he designated each

year by the executive committee, shall present in general session of each conven-

tion a portion of the subjects coming before them.

OFFICERS.

(1) The general officers of this Association shall be a president, five vice-presidents,

a bibliographer, and a secretary, who shall also be treasurer. The president, junior

ex-president, the secretary, and four persons to be chosen by the Association, shall

constitute an executive committee, which shall elect its own chairman.

(2) Each section shall, by ballot, nominate to the Association in general session,

for its action, a chairman and a secretary for such section.

(3) Officers shall be chosen by ballot at the annual convention of the Association,

and shall hold office from the close of the convention at which they are elected uutil

their successors shall be chosen.

(4) Any person being an accredited delegate to an annual meeting of the Associa-

tion, or an officer of an institution which is a member of the Association in full

standing at the time of election, shall be eligible to office.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

(1) The officers of the Association shall perform the duties which usually devolve

upon their respective offices.

(2) The president shall deliver an address at the annual convention before the

Association in general session.

(3) The chairman of each section shall make, at the annual convention, a report to

the Association in general session of the progress during the preceding year of the

subject or subjects appertaining to his section, and such reports shall not occupy

more than twenty minutes each.

(4) The executive committee shall determine the time and place of the annual con-

ventions and other meetings of the Association, and shall, between such conventions

and meetings, act for the Association in all matters of business. It shall issue its

call for the annual conventions of the Association not less than sixty days before the

date on which they are to be held, and for special meetings not less than ten days

before such date. It shall be charged with the general arrangement and conduct of

all meetings called by it. It shall designate the two sections to present in general

session a portion of the subjects coming before them, and shall give notice thereof

to the chairmen of such sections at least ninety days prior to the annual convention.

It shall provide a well-prepared order of business and a programme of exercises, and

shall make a seasonable issue of said programme. Said committee may fill any

vacancy in an office or committee of the Association occurring after the adjournment

of the annual convention, such appointee to serve until the next annual election.

FINANCES.

At every annual convention the Association, in general session, shall provide for

obtaining the funds necessary for its legitimate expenses, and may, by appropriate

action, call for contributions upon the several institutions eligible to membership;

and no institution shall be entitled to representation or participation in the benefits
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Secretary and Treasurer,

J. H. Washburn, of Rhode Island.

Bibliographer,

S. W. Johnson, of Connecticut.
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LIST OF DELEGATES AND VISITORS IX ATTENDANl E.

Alabama :

W. I. Broan, president; J.J. Wiltnore, professor of mechanical
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Florida:
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1". I'. Anderson, professoi of me shanical
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l ; le ins): V, L. 1 nem-

Maine:

Maryland:
: «.t" agri-

II. !

li. :

H. J
: I II I
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Massachusetts

:

College: H. H. Goodell, president.

College (Institute of Technology) : W. W. Tyler, professor of mathematics.

Michigan

:

College: L. G. Gorton, president; C. W. Garfield, trustee.

Station: C. D. Smith, agriculturist.

Minnesota

:

College: W. M. Hays, professor of agriculture.

Mississippi:

College: W. C. Welborn, professor of agriculture.

Station : S. M. Tracy, director.

Missouri

:

College : R. H. Jesse, president.

Nebraska

:

College: L. Bruner, instructor in entomology.

New Hampshire

:

College : C. S. Murkland, president.

New Jersey

:

College: A. Scott, president.

Station (State) : E. B. Voorhees, director.

Station (College) : B. D. Halsted, botanist and horticulturist.

New Mexico

:

College: S. P. McCrea, president.

Station : A. E. Blount, agriculturist and horticulturist.

New York

:

Station (Cornell): I. P. Roberts, director; H. H. Wing, deputy director and
secretary.

North Carolina:

College: A. Q. Holladay, president; B. Irby, professor of agriculture.

Station : F. E. Emery, agriculturist.

North Dakota:
College: J. B. Power, president.

Station: E. F. Ladd, chemist.

Ohio:
College : W. H. Scott, president ; T. J. Godfrey, trustee ; T. F. Hunt, pro-

fessor of agriculture; W. R. Lazenby, professor of horticulture.

Station : W. J. Green, vice-director and horticulturist.

Oklahoma

:

College: H. E. Alvord, president.

Pennsylvania

:

College: G. W. Atherton, president.

Station: H. P. Armsby, director; W. Frear, vice-director and chemist.

Rhode Island

:

College: J. H. Washburn, president; W. E. Drake, professor of mechanical

engineering.

Station : C. O. Flagg, director.

South Carolina

:

College: E. B. Craighead, president.

Station: W. L. McGee, agriculturist.

Tennessee

:

College : T. C. Karns, professor of philosophy and pedagogics.

Station : C. F. Vanderford, secretary.

Vermont

:

College: M. H. Buckham, president.

Station : J. L. Hills, director.
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ColUft |
llanii 1

I . »<li i. h. ins inn -tor in agriculf

West Virginia:
ii 1 1 n if

.

J, \. m . tor; li. I ' Roode, ohemist.

Wisconsin :

\ 1 ». Pratt, tr:

m . W. a. Hi rory, director.

Wyon |

Colby .- A. \. Johnson, president.

U. S Department of Agriculture:

t . \\ . Dabney, jr., assistant Secretary.

Office of Experiment Stations: A. ('. True, director; I'.. W. alien, assistant

director; W. H. Beal, W. 11. Evans, J. F. Dnggar, 1". C. Test.

Bnrean of animal Industry: D. E. Salmon, chief.

Division of Chemistry : 11. W. Wile) . chief.

Division of Forestry i
r>. E. Fernow, ebief.

Division of Agricultural Soils: M. Whitney, chief ; ('.('. Moore, jr., J, P.

Alexander, jr.

Division of Pomology: W. A. Taylor.

Weather Bnrean: A. lleAdie.

W. P. Cotter, Librarian.

Canada:
Ontario Agricultural College: .1. Mills, president.

Visitors :

i: Willits, J. K. Dodge, If. W. Diederich, J. W. Boyt, G. De Chalmot,

J. Hamilton, W. Thompson, jr.



CALL FOR THE CONVENTION.

By authority of the executive committee, a delegate convention of

this Association is hereby called to meet in the city of Washington,

D. C, on Tuesday, November 13, 1894, at 10 o'clock a. m.

[Here follow extracts from the constitution relating to membership
and finances.]

In accordance with the provisions of the constitution, the Section on

Agriculture and Chemistry and the Section on Entomology have been

designated " to present in general session a portion of the subjects

coming before them."

Upon proper application, notice is hereby given of the organization

of a Section on Station Work which will be assigned i)osition in the

programme for this convention.

Mr. Cavitt, from the State Agricultural and Mechanical College of

Texas, offered at the last convention the following as a proposed amend-

ment to the constitution, and the same will therefore be subject to

action by the convention now called, viz: Change the article entitled

"Name" so that the same shall read:

Name.-~-Thi& Association shall he called The Association of American Agricultural

and Mechanical Colleges and Experiment Stations.

The headquarters of the Association will be at the Ebbitt House.

The general programme, and programmes for the sections will be duly

issued, together with a circular of information as to travel, hotel rates,

and places of the meetings.

For the executive committee:

Henry E. Alvord,
Chairman.

M. A. Scovell,
Secretary.
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sideration of proposed amendment t<» constitution (see Proceedings

of Convention of 1893, p. 63) and action thereon.

Address bj Prof. J. W. Hoffman, Ph. D., Director of Agricultural

Department, i institute, Ala., on The Colored Farm<

Alabama.

Address by Hon. William T. Hani-. l.L. I>.. Commissioner of Educa-

tion, Department of the Interior.

>ns on Agriculture and Chemistry, on Mechanic Arts,

on Entomology, and (Provisional Section) on station Work.
7.50 p. in.—

'

Reports on resolutions, appointment of comm
from the Section on Agriculture and Chem-

istry.

Thubsd \ v. N<»\ i hbkb 15, I

v

9 a.m. 1 session. Action on resolutions, committei -, and business
• ions. Eta t ion ol

Address by inspector-General Breckinridge, United 8 ay.

bs W. Dabney, jr., LL. D., Assistant Secretary

1 [oi ti( alt are and Botanj . and
1

•

7.$0p.iit.- Nominations and oth< i from thi

on <>M Entomoli

onrnment

9£0p.m.~ -
• the Ebbitt Houst Reception tendered bj th<

A .ii . t li. -
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PROGRAMMES FOR THE SECTIONS.

I. Section on Agriculture and Chemistry.
•

1. The Scope of the Short Courses in our Agricultural Colleges. Discussion to he

opened hy H. H. Wing, of New York, and J. L. Hills, of Vermont.

2. Shall the Full Course in Agriculture he Specialized? H. J. Waters, of Pennsyl-

vania, and C. C. Georgeson, of Kansas.

3. The Attitude of the Agricultural Colleges toward University Extension, W. C.

Latta, of Indiana, and S. M. Emery, of Montana.

4. The Office of the Station Bulletin, H. H. Goodell, of Massachusetts, and M. A.

Scovell, of Kentucky.

5. Cooperation of Experiment Stations in Field Experiments and Dairy Investiga-

tions, C. D. Woods, of Connecticut, and W. W. Cooke, of Colorado.

6. Cooperation of Stations with Farmers' Organizations in Experiment Work, E. PL

Jenkins, of Connecticut, and F. E. Emery, of North Carolina.

Note.—The gentlemen assigned are not expected to prepare written papers, hut

merely to give form and character to the discussion of the topics named.

II. Section on Entomology.

1. The Use of Arsenites on Tohacco, H. Garman, of Kentucky.

2. The Entomological Work of Experiment Stations, H. Oshorn, of Iowa.

3. The Economic Value of Parasites, F. M. Webster, of Ohio.

III. Section on Horticulture and Botany.

1. Two Fungus Diseases of Oats Prevalent in Maiue, F. L. Harvey, of Maine.

2. Fertilization of Grape Flowers, S. A. Beach, of Geneva, N. Y.

3. Proper Position of Hyhrids in the Classiiication of American Grapes, H. N.

Starnes, of Georgia.

4. Effect of Change of Soils upon Growth of Wheat, H. L. Bolley, of North Dakota.

5. A Contrihution to the Life History of Glccosporiiim fructigenum, Berkeley, and
Splucrojisis malorum, Peck., William B. Alwood, of Virginia.

6. What Shall Constitute a Variety from the Standpoint of the Horticulturist?

G. W. McCluer, of Illinois.

7. Position of Greenhouse Benches for Experiment Work, and Construction of Green-

house Benches for Suhirrigation, W. J. Green, of Ohio.

8. Determination of Sex in Shepherclia argentia hy Bud Characters, L. C. Corhett,

of South Dakota.

9. Field Experiments with Fungicides, B. D. Halsted, of New Jersey.

10. Weed Migration in the State of Iowa, and Rot of Ruta-hagas, L. H. Pammel, of

Iowa.

11. Plant Breeding at the Experiment Stations, E. S. Goff, of Wisconsin.

14



PROCEEDINGS.

IfOBNT [on, Tuesday, Novembeb 13, 1894.

The conventioD was called to order ai 10.30 a. m. in the hall of the

Cosmos Club by Vice-President (i. B. Morrow. The meeting was

opened with prayer by President M. II. Buckham, <>t" the University of

Vermont.

The Chairman. We are deprived today of the presence of oar pres-

ident, General Lee. 1 Deed nor say that we all regret this, or that he

ets it as much as we do. It is no lack of interest in the Association

that keeps him away: it is the condition of bis invalid wife, which

makes it unsafe for him to leave her for even a day at a time. Very

itly be decided that he would be unable to come, and he wished

me to express his that this was the case and his bestwishea

for the Association, for its work, and for this meeting in particular. It

becomes my duty, a^ best I can. to stand for a time in bis place.

We will first Listen to the report of the executive committee, II. B,

Al\<>id. chairman.

i !\ i: ( lOMMl in i .

I
nii/t il for the year L89JWM by

- chairman, Hi dxj E. Alvord, of the District of Columbia, and ;i-

If. a. Bcoi ell, of Kentucky .

omittee by the last convention have received

• 1 action.
I them have bi en made bj cir-

enlar. The commits - rfprmed Lte duty in preparing for the present conven-
•

held in Washington, it hat seemed d< sirable to make
r partii ij»;itin^ in t 1m-

-milt witli vrhicfa the institutions com-

Invitation! have there-
•

with the

:< ill-

llip in tli

r the

reanlti a Alabama, not o! the Ifoi -
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rill acts, but entitled by courtesy to a seat in this convention, gave notice of its pur-

pose to send a delegate to this meeting and this person has been assigned a place

in the programme to describe some of the work done by the institution which he

represents.

As so often before, the committee found it necessary to give close attention to the

progress of legislation during the last session of Congress, to guard the various inter-

ests intrusted to the institutions composing this Association.

The Sayers bill, repealing all permanent appropriations from the Treasury—includ-

ing, of course, the annuities under the Morrill Act of 1890—and substituting a system

of annual appropriations for all purposes, was in a doubtful state for months. It

has never been reported from the committee, but may yet appear at the coming ses-

sion of Congress. The subject received careful attention, and your committee is

confident that if the bill is reported, it will include several exceptions, and the

college annuity will be among them.

During the early spring a proposition appeared very unexpectedly, incorporated

in the Army appropriation bill, cutting off the commutation of quarters for officers

on duty at colleges and requiring every college, before receiving such detail, to pro-

vide quarters free for the officer. This measure had the almost unanimous support

of the Committee on Military Affairs, including some of the strongest men on both

sides of the House of Representatives. For a time it seemed probable this provision

would pass the House, but active measures secured the interest of members- friendly

to the colleges, and the objectional features wrere struck from the bill when in Com-

mittee of the Whole House. This was a short but spirited contest, and very satis-

factory in showing once more the strength which this Association can command— in

the halls of Congress—when necessary to sustain a good cause.

This movement, combined with other circumstances, made it inexpedient to do

anything toward bringing forward the plan of having the War Department supply

uniform clothing and camp equipage to the land-grant colleges the same as to the

Army. This plan is favored by the Inspector-General of the Army, and would not be

objected to by other high officers. But the present Quartermaster-General of the
k

Army, whose Bureau would be affected by such a law, is unalterably opposed to the

project. The increase in the number of officers on college and school duty, and
correspondingly of the young men and boys by them instructed, would make the

expense of uniforms very great, if supplied to all, and for that reason the proposi-

tion will be opposed by the Secretary of War. Altogether, your committee considers

it unwise for the Association to agitate this subject further at present, beyond giving

moral support to the officials of the War Department who may declare in its favor.

There are other points of interest in connection with the military departments of

land-grant colleges which seem to need attention at the War Department. Army
officers naturally favor those institutions which furnish the greatest number of per-

sons for drill and which give special prominence to the military feature, by requir-

ing uniforms to be worn at all times, keeping students under military regulations

continually, and placing the entire subject of discipline in charge of the military

professor. In the recently published report of the Adjutant-General of the Army,
that officer recommends the detail of officers to largely attended city high schools

rather than to land-grant colleges offering fewer students for drill, and proposes that

the law be changed so that no officer shall be detailed to any institution having less

than 150 students actually present and required to perform military duty. Already
the Department has refused to detail officers to some of the smaller agricultural and
mechanical colleges, on the ground that they had too few students in attendance,

notwithstanding the legal obligation to teach military tactics at these colleges. In

short, despite the phraseology of the existing law, the Department reserves the right

to refuse a detail to any college for reasons sufficient to itself, and as mentioned,

there are indications of a tendency to discriminate against land-grant colleges.

Since the last full conference between a representative committee of this Associa-

tion and the War Department officials (in 1890), the latter have entirely changed in

L
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ranel with the exoeptton of tho Inspectoi <.imi.il. It mtiii^ \\ ill. in vi<
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provide for another formal conference on military matters with the

of War end his sssii

In accordance with the action of x 1 1
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- Association, the attention of the Secretary
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of the German Empire, inviting participation in the annual meeting of that body

by any and all representatives of the stations in this country. The seventh general

meeting of the German Association was held at Dresden in September last. It

would bo appropriate for this eighth convention of the American Association to

reciprocate this courteous attention, and the suggestion is offered that this con-

vention might inaugurate a system of international conference and cooperation

through representative delegates.

During the past year the executive committee has issued five circulars of informa-

tion in the interests of the Association. The last of these, dated November 1, 1894,

relates to procuring busts of Senator Morrill for such colleges as want them. This

circular is distributed at this convention with a view to having action taken hero

which will save the executive committee much correspondence and probably insure

more satisfactory results than could be obtained by letters.

At the adjournment of the last convention there was a very small cash balance in

the treasury of the Association and a debt of about $1,000 existed, resulting from the

work of the Association at the Columbian Exposition. The Chicago convention fixed

the annual contribution at $15 for the purpose of meeting this debt. Ninety-four

institutions have responded to this call and your committee is pleased to announce

that the Association is now free from debt, and the report of the treasurer will show
enough cash on hand to meet all the expenses of the present convention and leave a

balance larger than a year ago. It is believed that a contribution of $10 from every

college and every station eligible will be sufficient for the needs of the Association

during the coming year.

Appended is a list of the institutions eligible to membership in this Association, but

which, under the provisions of the constitution (title, "Finances"), are not entitled

to representation in this convention.

Although the executive committee, after mature deliberation, deemed it unwise to

hold the convention of 1894 during the summer months, it is of the opinion that the

preference for a summer meeting, frequently expressed by many, should be regarded,

and the time fixed accordingly for the convention of 1895. The chief difficulty will

be found in combining with such a time the conditions which seem essential as to

place. When not meeting at Washington, there is a very general wish to visit some

associate institution which is in session, and at the same time ample hotel accom-

modation and good railroad facilities are prerequisites of a successful convention.

Since the programme for this convention was printed, President Lee has been

compelled, by reason of illness in his family, and much to his regret, to deny himself

the pleasure of attending this meeting. He sends fraternal greetings, and has joined

his associates of the executive committee in requesting Vice-President Morrow to

preside in his stead and deliver the annual address.

Respectfully submitted, for the executive committee.

Henry E. Alvord, Chairman.

Washington, D. C, November 13, 1894.

(Mr. Alvord then read a statement of a personal nature, setting forth

his inability to continue as chairman of the executive committee.)

On motion of Mr. Johnson, of Wyoming, the report of the executive

committee was adopted and ordered printed in the proceedings of the

convention.

On motion of Mr. Armsby the programme of the executive commit-

tee and the rules of order were adopted by the convention.

The Chaieman. The next business will be the report of the treasurer.
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Beceip is—C ontinued

.

1894.

Apr. 9. Louisiana State University and State Agricultural

and Mechanical College $15. 00

9. Maryland Agricultural College 15. 00

9. State Agricultural College of Colorado 15. 00

10. Ohio Experiment Station 15. 00

11. University of Tennessee Agricultural Experiment 15.00

Station 15. 00

11. Storrs Agricultural College Experiment Station 15. 00

11. Delaware Agricultural College 15. 00

12. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

12. Purdue University 15. 00

12. Cornell University 15. 00

12. Ohio State University 15.00

12. Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky.. 15.00

12. Pennsylvania State College 15. 00

12. Louisiana Experiment Station 15. 00

12. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

18. Maine State College 15.00

18. University State of Missouri Agricultural College .. 15.00

18. Iowa Agricultural College 15. 00

18. Oregon State Agricultural College 15. 00

19. University of Minnesota Experiment Station 15. 00

21. Montana 15. 00

21. Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station 15.00

21. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station 15.00

21. Rhode Island Agricultural College 15. 00

23. Agricultural Experiment Station University of Ari-

zona 15. 00

23. University of Arizona 15. 00

23. New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts 15.00

26. University of Minnesota 15. 00

28. Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

28. New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station. .

.

15. 00

28. Kansas State Agricultural College 15.00

28. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

30. Purdue Experiment Station 15. 00

30. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station.

.

15. 00

May 2. Nevada State University 15. 00

2. Nevada Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

10. Sheffield Scientific School 15. 00

15. University of Vermont and State Agricultural Col-

lege 15.00

16. University of Wisconsin ." 15. 00

16. University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment

Station 15. 00

17. Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

17. Michigan Agricultural College 15.00

17. Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

17. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station 15. 00

21. University of Nebraska 15.00

26. New Mexico Agricultural and Mechanical College . 15. 00

26. Agricultural Experiment Station of New Mexico 15.00

28. University of California ....,,,. 15. 00
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It. North Dakota Experiment Station 15.00

14. Korth Dakota Station, d 10.00
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B. Clemaon Agrienltnra] College 15.00

Booth Carolina Experimenl station 15. <m»
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22 I Oklahoma Experimenl Station 15.00

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 15.00

July 11. Florida College and Station, on dues 1898-84

12. South. tii Unireraity Louisiana ir>. 00

Total 1,440.00

Apr. 21. Sarah 8. Johnson, rent of room at 932 New York

inn-. Washington, for ase "t executive oommit-
ior three month-

21. Dr.M.P. krnmby, expenees dairy committee 142.06

21. >. M. Babceek, expenses dairy committee 111.31

I. P. Roberta, expenses dairj eommitfc — i

Jndd 4h Detweilef, printing and

B, M. Babeoekj expenses dairy teal oommittei

tobex l

snses dairy test committee

12. Trai Printing Company, printii
j

ida, bills, • 10.90

Jnlj 9. H. P. Armaby, balai 64.70

B. M Bal k
. b ilam <• sxpenoes dairy < oim littee. .

.

L' l . I 1

•

• 11. balai I

b8. John* room, Washington, for ottoe

•m April 80 to June 80

21. Ebbil li itiiitti .•
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Expenditures—Con t inued.
1894.

Sept. 29. H. H. Goodell, expenses Washington committee on
report $30.00

Oct. 5. H. P. Armsby, expenses Washington committee on
report 21.04

5. M. A. Scovell, expenses Washington committee on

report 32.70

5. Express on programmes and circulars .75

18. M. E. Olcott, stenographic work 37. 00

18. Jndd &Detweiler, printing 28.50

Postage and stationery 6. 75

Nov. 13. Paid H. E. Alvord, sundry expenses 20.00

13. Paid Judd & Detweiler, printing 12. 25

Total 1,367.33

On motion of Mr. Vauderford, the report was referred to an audit-

ing committee of three, appointed by the chair, consisting of Messrs.

Vanderford, Buckham, and Godfrey.

The Chairman. I will call now for the report of the Section on Agri-

culture and Chemistry, to be presented by Mr. Henry, of Wisconsin.

Mr. Henry. The Section on Agriculture and Chemistry occupies so

large a part of the proceedings of this body that I have no special

report to make, believing that the time can be better occupied by the

general session. There was no special work before the section.

There were no reports from the sections on College Work, Botany
and Horticulture, and Entomology.

The Chairman. The remaining section is that on Mechanic Arts.

Mr. Washburn, of Rhode Island. I have no special report to make
for the Section on Mechanic Arts. I do not know why this section was
not included on the regular programme. I presume the report was not

received in time, for which I am sorry. I did not know but that it was
because a section on mechanic arts has no business in an association

of American agricultural colleges, and I do not suppose that it has. I

think it really ought to be an association of American agricultural and
mechanical colleges. I will say, however, that we have a very good

programme, and I invite all who are interested in the mechanic arts to

attend our session.

The Chairman. This report will be received without formal motion.

The reports have been surprisingly brief.

Mr. Armsby, of Pennsylvania. I dislike to appear in the role of a

critic, but with your permission I wish to read a short section from the

constitution on the duties of officers:

(3) The chairman of each section shall make, at the annual convention, a report

to the Association in general session of the progress during the preceding year of the

suhject or subjects appertaining to his section, and such reports shall not occupy

more than twenty minutes each.
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The words l wish to >ay, Ifr, President, are not dictated by any

desire t<» criticise, but simply for the good of tin- Association. When
this provision was adopted, if was adopted, as J understand it, with the

thought that such reports of prog n what had been going on in

the different departments daring the past year would be of great \ alue

to the Association in helping t<> weld together the sections into which

otherwise the Association would almost inevitably split up. it Beems

to me unfortunate, at least, that this idea, underlying this provision ot*

the constitution, can not in the future be carried out l repeat that I

make tli stion Bimply in the interests oi the Association, and
not from any desire to tind fault.

The Ciiaikm \n. 1 desire to add my word to what has been so well

said. 1 heartily believe in the great value and wisdom of the course

of the A iation in dividing into sections, but I should also consider

' misfortune if the failure to make these reports should tend to

sepa: SO that all our work except purely formal work in general

on be d«»ne in sections.

Mr. ALVORD. I move that those portions of the report of the execu-

tive committee referring to military department matters and to the

procuring of the Morrill bust be referred bodily to the Section on

Work for consideration.

Ord( ed.

Mr. Ai.v< >BD. 1 now move that the portions of the report of the exec-

utive committee relating to new legislation regarding station funds

and t<> the invitation from the German Association of Experiment Sta-

tions be referred to the new provisional section on station work for its

• ion.

Adopted.

Mr. Alvord. Forthe executive committee, I now ask have to read

two paragraphs of the constitution, relating to membership:

- Hum other inatitnti • '1 in educational or experimental

or mechanic arts may, by a majority rote, be admitted

• in, with all privileg

In like manner, an red or directl; • ! in agricnlto

i ention of thii .mi may he adi

to similar privii.

I am instructed to move that the chiefs of the several divisions and

of the Department of Agriculture be admitted i<> the floor of

this convention with all privileges under this provision of the consti-

tution, and that all-. who have red and come anderthe
fourth provision of membership be also admitted to the door of this

convention during r

Adopted,

Mr. i;i<kiiam. I move that the persoi ment made to us by
the chairman of tie* i commitb

minted by the chair, with instructions to repoit

flltUI'

Adopt
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The Chairman. The chair will nominate the committee in a moment.
Is there any further business?

Mr. Burrill. It seems to me proper that we should send a greeting

to our absent president, and, under the circumstances, a telegram of

sympathy also. Therefore I move that the secretary be requested to

send such a telegram to General Lee.

Ordered.

Mr. Harris. I understand that ex-Assistant Secretary of Agricul-

ture Willits is in the city, and as he has been of such great service to

this Association, I move that the secretary of this body be instructed

to extend him an invitation to attend our meetings.

Ordered.

Mr. Buckham. I am sure the Association will understand why I

make this motion, which is, that the Association appoint a committee

of three to wait upon Senator Morrill, who, I understand, is in town,

and express to him the respect of this Association and invite him to

attend our meetings.

Adopted.

The Chairman. Will the convention kindly designate this commit-

tee'? There may be personal reasons for selecting certain members.

Mr. Koons. I would name as chairman of the committee Mr.

Buckham.
Mr. Harris named the chairman of the Association.

The Chairman. I will name Mr. Broun, of Alabama. The chair now
announces as the committee on the personal statement made by the

chairman of the executive committee, Mr. Buckham, of Vermont, who
made the motion ; Mr. Harris, of Maine, who is peculiarly fitted because

of his intimate association with that work, and, that the other side

of the Association may be represented, the chair will nominate Mr.

Plumb, of Indiana.

Adjourned at 11.50 a. m.

Evening Session, Tuesday, November 13, 1894.

The convention was called to order at 7.45 p. m. by Vice-President

Frear.

Mr. Johnson. I offer the following resolution:

Resolved, That the executive committee of this Association be requested to select

Denver, Colo., as the place for the next annual meeting in 1895, if in harmony with

the best interests of the Association, and that we suggest August 15 to October 1 as

the most suitable season of the year.

If this resolution is seconded, I desire to present some very impor-

tant matters from the city of Denver. (Mr. Johnson then read com-

munications from the Denver Chamber of Commerce, the mayor of the

city, the Mining Exchange, and the Manufacturers' Exchange, indors-

ing the invitation to meet at Denver in 1895. He vouched for the inter-

est of Senators Teller and Wolcott in the work of the land grant col-

L



3, and set forth the advantages and attractions of Denver as a

convention ci

rred to the exei m ive commit tee.

Mi. II \u\: is. There are reasons this year why we should give unusual

attention to the selection of officers oi the Association, and although

this is a \cr\ early point in tin" convention, I think it wise to appoint ;i

committee non to make nominations, l therefore move that the chair

appoint a committee of three on Dominations.

Mr. Alvord Baggested that this committee had usually consisted of

n members,

Mr. Harris accepted the suggestion and the motion as amended was

carried.

Mr. llws. I would like to say something regarding an invitation

from Mr. Northrop for the Association to meet in Minnesota. We are

ready and anxious to entertain yon at Minneapolis. The invitation

- g ven very heartily and conies from the two cities of St. Paul and

Minneapolis. Regarding railroad rates. I am authorized to say l>y the

representatives of the lines centering at .Minneapolis that we shall be

aide to get lor yon rates of one or possibly one and one-half for the

round trip.

M: .SCO! I . I have no desire to enter Ohio in opposition to ('(dorado

and Minnesota, but the Association has once or twice expressed a will-

ingness t<> conic to ( )hio. and circumstances have intervened which made
it desirable to meet elsewhere in both eases. We are ready to receive

the Association whenever it desires to come, and will give it a cordial

inc.

II. »n. Edwin Willits, ex-Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, who
entered at this moment, was invited by the chair to address the con-

vention, lb- responded very briefly, declining to make a speech, but

expressing his pleasure at meeting the Association and wishing it con-

tinned growth.

Tin- Chairman. I have a letter from the secretary of tin- Cosmos

Club, Stating that the privileges Of the club are extended to the mem
•iation during tin- present week.

A resolution was adopted that the Association accept with thanks

the C0Urte8J of the Cosmos Club.

Mr. Vaiidertbrd. chairman of the auditing committee, reported that

ommittee had examined the accounts of the treasurer and found

them . with proper vouchers for each item of expenditure.

Report ado],

The vice-preside *. <•. r.. Iforrow, of Illinois, delivered the annual

address as acting presideut of 1
1

• >n.
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was a peculiarly fortunate one, in that tlie Association "would have the help of a

wise counselor, and especially that those of us who should he ahle to attend this

convention would have the pleasure of hearing an address from one who has had.

long and remarkably successful experience in the management of an institution

which has peculiar features and in which we all feel a deep interest. Very recently,

to my entire surprise, and I need not say regret, I learned that he would not he here,

for the sad reason given. Recognizing that the time was very short to do it in, I

wrote urging that he would at least prepare an address. He replied that the same
cause which prevented his heing present would prevent him from preparing an

address, and requested me to deliver an address in his stead. I therefore stand, as

"best I may, in his place, and will read you such words as I have been ahle to prepare.

"The test of national welfare is the intelligence and prosperity of the farmer."

These words by the graceful essayist, thoughtful student, and friend of his country

and his kind, George William Curtis, may well stand at the head of an address

before this Association, which owes the possibility of its existence to the belief by
the people, represented by Congress, that the institutions it represents would be

helpful to the national welfare; and this by adding directly to the intelligence of

the farmers of the country by giving them the best special education for their work,

and thus aiding their prosperity, and by directly advancing their prosperity by
communicating to them the results of research and investigation as to methods by
which they can most profitably conduct their business.

We may not easily overestimate the extent and importance of the work this Asso-

ciation represents. No longer with boastfulness and exhilaration do thoughtful

Americans speak of the vastness of our country and the problems that confront us.

As a nation we have passed beyond the buoyancy of spirit and impulsive confidence

of youth to the cares, anxieties, and thoughtfulness of maturity. And so, not

boastfully nor flippantly—perhaps almost appalled, but rather, let us hope, stimu:

lated to increased effort by the vastness and importance of the field of labor—we
recognize the fact that the interest we represent is, by far, the chief material inter-

est of this great nation; the one on which millions of our citizens directly depend

for their livelihood, and the one the prosperity or adversity of which most quiekly

and most directly affects the welfare of all classes. Not more honorable than other

needed industries, agriculture is the great basal industry of the world on which

others peculiarly depend.

This great industry shares the depression which has affected all the working

forces of our land. Aside from this, as we hope, temporary depression, American

agriculture is in a transition stage, and none of us may with certainty predict the

outcome in all directions. In a degree greater than ever before the American farmer

is feeling the effects of direct competition with a vastly increased number of his

fellows in his own land and of many millions in many other lands. In the sale of

his products he is made aware of the fact that whether or not modern civilization

has made all the world more akin in kindly feeling and mutual helpfulness, it has

brought all people closer together in the competition of trade. He realizes that mod-
ern means of transportation have made the supply of an agricultural product almost

anywhere in the world an appreciable factor in supplying the demand for that

product almost anywhere else in the world. If he be thoughtful he must recognize

the fact that in the future he must work on a narrower margin of possible profit

than in the past. He sees that economical methods of production are the founda-

tion essentials to success; and he is asking more earnestly than ever before how he

may most wisely dispose of and distribute the products of his farm. He is begin-

ning to ask not only for new or better methods of production, but whether there be

not new crops he may wisely produce, or whether there be not new uses for old

crops, and thus the stress of competition in supplying t'.ie old wants be lightened.

As we look over the field we see the commencement or the full progress of agri-

cultural changes, the outcome of which we await with interest if not with anxiety.

L
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nd the available public lands practically exhausted. Nowhere, In all 1 1
*

»

country, la there an\ eonaiderable bodj of Government land imw available forordl

nary agricultural operations. Consequent upon the almost unparalleled drought of

the year «r« j a backward ebb of the tide of fanners thai has Bteadilj flowed

westward, and the oonviotion on the part of manj that there are lai which

have l •<•-•!
i settled by farmers bnl whiohmust be abandoned bj them unless irrigation

can be made practicable, We have heard overmuch perhaps of the abandoued farmi

in thaoldest set tied portions of the country, but it isolearlj true that over largi

prices for farm lands have been greatly lowered; that muoh hind once regularly

cultivated i- now waste. Alongside this we see other large areas, * it ii great natural

fertility or exceptional artificial advantages, in which prices for farm lands have

advaneed until they seem to have reached maximum under present conditions.

The extent and rapidity of the ohanges in our farming population may well give

oern. There are three great drainage systems carrying vast numbers of our

people from farms. Two of these are inevitable, and If we are wise we will not

fight the inevitable. We ^ i 1 1 not only Bubmit, but adapt ourselves to it. The first

of these drains is that from the country to the oity. This will continue. The per-

ge <>t* our farmers, as compared with those engaged in other callings, will

become smaller. There is no lack of agricultural products. We produce much more

than v 10. We feed our rapidly increasing population and have an incrcan-

rplns for export. Often three-fourths of all the exports from our country in

a year are those of agricultural products. The second ot* these drains is that from

the farms of the older to those ot' the more newly settled portions of the country.

This means no los. of productive POWer; only Change Of the place where it is exer-

cised. This movement is inevitable and clearly wise in many cases. When the real

OT supposed advantages of different sect ions of the country an- more nearly equalized,

it wil large degree. The thir 1 of these drains is in full progress in my own
and I witness it with regret, and protest that it is not. at Least it ought not

. inevitable. This is the removal of tanners when they have aequired a com-
petence or have passed the prime of life from the farms to the country towns and
village results are often unfortunate for these farmers and their families; not

always desirable to the communities to which they go, and very often deplorable to

immunities they leave. In many cases there is not only the Loss of wise, em-r-

rienced men, but the advent of a tenantry distinctly inferior as citizens

and fanners, in a multitude of farming communities there has been a marked ret ro-

on during the last twenty years in the intellectual and moral tone, as well as

in the np; of and methods pursued on tin- farms.

An "t only in the number hut in the percentage of tenants on American
ble, unless then- is a recasting of our system of land tenure.

Of the tenantry is to he a great misfortune will depend on

theci sntry and tin; terms on which they hold the hind. If the

litahh- partnerships between landowners ami those who furnish

not only labor hut skill, there need l.e nothing of degradation or injustice to either

If th<- system be one in which wealth ami intelligence dictates terms to

rhich can furnish only labor without -kill, the results will

d for the tenant-, bad for our agriculture, ami bad for national welfare, Emer-
son has said : "That that i- Lad foi the*bee OSjO not he good for the s\\ ;irm."

our land ow oership. In mntry the

!i of farms seemi to <>ii. It will l , misfortune

if this thai! bring as i ship. In
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" by the rich. An instance

multimillionaire of the n « t ropol

:
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thousands to them year by year. This is hut one of many cases of like character.

What they may mean may well give us pause.

Much as the labor question has been in evidence one phase of it has received lit-

tle attention. When a manufacturing establishment closes its doors and hundreds

or thousands of workmen are thrown out of employment we properly regard it as

a great misfortune. Many have not seriously considered the fact that, largely

because of the nature of the work, but partly because of the peculiarities of our

farming system, each year, on the approach of winter, not hundreds, not thousands,

not scores of thousands, not hundreds of thousands, but literally millions of men
and boys employed on the farms of the United States during summer are thrown
into comparative or absolute idleness, so far as work on the farms is concerned. The
unequal demand for labor at different seasons of the year is one of the weak places

in our farming system. A thoughtful observer from France has recently called

attention to this, and emphasized, as one cause of it, the absence of minor agricul-

tural industries. We are lacking in farm manufacturing. This same observer was
much impressed by and highly complimented the perfection of our farm machinery,

as have multitudes of other intelligent students of our agriculture. This large use

of machinery makes necessary both intelligent direction and intelligent workmen
on our farms.

In many ways the ingenuity of the inventor and the skill of the mechanic are

adding to the productive power of our farms. Not always have we been able to

equally rapidly find markets for these products.

These are some of the conditions seen by thoughtful students of American agri-

culture, and each suggests great problems not fully solved.

If we look at special conditions of the year, we are confronted by the effects of the

most disastrous drought ever known in our country, measured by the diminution of

farm products. How far can irrigation be made practicable; what are the best

methods of introducing the system where it is practicable ; how can we best conserve

the rainfall where this is deficient, and how best reduce evaporation during drought,

are questions which ask themselves.

We see the end, we may hope, of the reduction in price of one of our great cereals,

a reduction which has caused wheat to cease to be used almost exclusively as food

for man and led to perhaps one-seventh of the crop for the year being fed to farm ani-

mals. It would seem that efforts to induce Europeans to use maize as food for man
might be suspended for a time while we urge them to more largely use wheat.

To the agricultural colleges and experiment stations is given the duty and priv-

ilege of carefully considering and trying to solve the problems suggested by this

hasty sketch—and others like them.

I closely associate the two classes of institutions here, as I always do in my
thought. It is well they are linked together in the name of this Association, as they

are by law. In exceptional cases it has been thought best to separate them, but I

wish to emphasize my earnest conviction that, as a rule, an intimate union is best for

both; that the teacher should investigate and the investigator teach. That there

are difficulties in the proper adjustment of the work is freely admitted. Usually

the attempt to make an equal division of time and thought between the two classes

of work will be unwise. But for teacher, investigator., student, and the farming

public, I believe there should be good opportunity and good use of the opportunity

for each worker to observe, and for many of them to do work both as teacher and
investigator.

We all admit something of disappointment in the results as yet reached by the

agricultural colleges in giving direct education along agricultural lines. They
have done good work and are doing more and better than ever before; but at the

best they reach directly only a very small percentage of the farming population. In

the discussions at former meetings of this Association many reasons have been given

for this condition. Perhaps a chief reason for our disappointment is that many of

us had too high hopes. It was hardly reasonable to expect that any large percent-
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f the working Runners 01 mechanics of the oountryshoold have s full coll<

ctltli ;it i*»t» .

The indirool influence of il icoe Lnttitntiona i> :i - boeu most Important and beneficial.

They bare had Large effect in modifying and Lmproviug methods in higher educa-

tion. The] have « txalted the study oi nature and hare given stimulus and honor to

idy i>t" useful applications of science. If the time ever was irhen the scientist

whose work was in the direction of seeking to make discovered truth directly useful

to iiKinkiiMl felt tliat In- was on a lower plain- than was his fellow engaged 111 the

study of ••pun thai time has gone forever, and man in this Association, in

t hi- room, have helped banish it.

While tn tion has principally concerned itself with the agricultural side

ot' tin- colleges. I am heartily ijlad a section has been established devoted to the

mechanic arts tide. Not grudgingly, hut most gladly, we whose work has to do

chiefly or wholly with the agricultural side recognise the remarkable development

ami - [he departments of mechanic arts in many of the land-grant OOllegOfl

and universities, We maj not forget if we would, and we ought not if we could,

that by the very terms of the law providing Tor the establishment of these institu-

te well SS by any fair estimate of what will he beet for the national welfare,

mechanic art> ale placed alongside and on a Level with agriculture. Local condil ions

and present emergencies modify the plans of institutions: some wisely give more

attention to the one. others to the other side, hut neither has exclusive right to the

\ed to aid in the education, not of any one branch of the workers of

the nation, hut of •• the industrial clasSM

Aml may I. whose work has been so exclusively along severely practical lines,

express theearneet hop.- that never shall members of this Association give either

• t ridicule to the pies that the colleges it represents shall do what they may
in giving that education which tends to develop what we call culture. Alongside

the word "practical* as descriptive of the education to he given by these institu-

te law places the word "liberal." In even the most extended college COOrsCS

:i do Little more than give starting points along a few lines. There must be
' on. and our charter laws clearly indicate what must he the Leading lines

dy. Bat we make a -rave mistake if we needlessly strike out of the curricu-

lum anything that directly tends to Liberal culture.

It is Interesting to note the tact that only one specific requirement Is made by Law
vhat shall be taught. There is express direction that these institutions shall

• ictice. it is pitiful if student or officer ever allow himself to feel

that this was an unreasonable requirement to accompany s munificent endowment
by the nation. Does it not rather suggest that it is the high privilege of these

; only to teach young men so they may be better fitted to pursue

and batter fitted to defend their country by force of arms if s.t ei tin-

sad need be, hut also to tit them for th«- - Bible discbarge of all the dm
.ti/en f

keynote of all I am trying I that the advancement of the nations]

welfare is the one chief and sufficient rosson Cor the eetablishment of these eolleges

and St \nd this is to he done not alone by helping young men and women to

ti-t^. hut also by helping them to

be be : men and women.
The w or pertinent station- has been higlllj Of all the
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mass of ti M.-ne proved t<» he incompetent. There

have been too a ueut and often
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of hasty generalization from insufficient data. In other words, station directors and
workers have been human beings working along comparatively unfamiliar lines.

Granting all this and much more, the good already accomplished is very great.

There lias been accumulation of a great mass of useful facts, and the clear formula-

tion of many important principles. These have been widely distributed. They
have affected our agricultural literature. The subjects discussed and, still more, the

method of discussing these subjects in agricultural papers has been modified. A
few days since I examined a recent work on a practical agricultural subject by a

practical farmer. Every chapter, almost every page, contains references to or quo-

tations from the bulletins of experiment stations as worthy of highest resjiect.

Already agricultural practice is being affected, and for good.

The successes of the past stimulate us for the future. The mistakes and failures

of the past must never be an excuse or a reason for lessened effort. They may warn
us to change our methods, but can not be a reason for lessened effort to accomplish a

work laid upon us. Some day, somehow, somewhere, the problem of fully popular-

izing agricultural education is to be solved, and solved for America.

I plead, then, for persistent, hopeful work in both college and station, and along

two lines of work in each. In the colleges let us strengthen the agricultural courses.

Let there be shorter, more elementary courses also, but in each agricultural college,

whether there be few or many Avho seek it, let there be facilities for education and
training in agriculture the full equal of the facilities for an education along any
other line. Let there be more, not less, of science; more, not less, of culture, if time

permit; but in an agricultural college let us magnify the teaching of agriculture.

There are great difficulties. In these colleges we are seeking to give two educa-

tions in four years—sometimes starting with only the education gained in the public

schools—a general and a professional one. A supposed or superficial familiarity

with agricultural subjects tends to lessen interest in their study. There has been a

lack of definition of what the teacher of agriculture may properly teach. On the

one hand he has often felt obliged to teach a wider range of subjects than anyone

could thoroughly master. On the other hand he has sometimes felt warned off from

a full discussion of almost any part of agriculture, on the ground that he is trench-

ing fields belonging to the " scientist." He has sometimes been expected to impart

only details of practice.

And, as one who has given years to this work, I may be permitted to name as one

chief difficulty in the way of successful, popular teaching of agriculture, the lack

of knowledge of how best to teach it. I can think of no greater help to the cause

of distinctive agricultural education than may be expected to come from systematic,

perhaps long-continued, study, by some of the best men in the work, of methods of

teaching agriculture—in the broad meaning of the word—and tbe devising of appa-

ratus for use in such teaching. Some of us have paid far too little attention to the

study of methods of teaching in general. Most of us know almost nothing of meth-

ods of teaching agriculture, except what we learned from the practice of our own
teachers or from our own experience.

Aside from the value of a study of agriculture as a help to more successfully prac-

ticing it, I believe it can be so taught as to be not only as interesting but have as

much disciplinary value as almost any other study, but this can only be done by those

who know how.

An appreciation of the importance of better systematized methods of teaching agri-

culture is not new with me. Years before this Association was organized I had the

honor of suggesting and aiding in the organization of a modest society of teachers

of agriculture and horticulture, the chief object of which, in my own mind, was to

help its members to better teach their specialties. The society met annually for sev-

eral years. Wo enjoyed much; we learned much; but little directly along this

special line.

I am sure that all engaged in the work feel the need of which I have spoken.

A letter recently received from Professor Hunt, of the Ohio State University, whose
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:

"One line of thought lias been forcibly presented to my Attention. It la b<

metho itruction In technical agrioulture and the difficulty ifully

e poeai m i ir information la do! lyatematized along

any \< ? i mathematios, English, and aomeoth<

are non bo thoroughly - ed and graded thai a atndenl ool only < pre-

ol much nioi «• apeedily, i»u t geta a mnoh better training :it the same

time. - that are appropriate In language or mathematica would oof be

appropriate in teaching technical agriculture. Ken methoda mual be worked ool

and these methoda must be ayatcmatized and printed for common iiae before any

great - teaching can be obtained. I am thoroughly convinced that a Bmall

proportion, but fairly lai fate of atudenta will study agrioulture when they

can learn as mm b in a given time and ;rct aa mnoh thorough scholastic training in

ey now do when they study Greek, Latin, and mat ln-mat i<

"We mm «»ur deficienciea in this matter and tr\ and oven ome them. To

overcome them some men must devote a considerable part of their time t<> the devel-

opment of proper methods, and when these methods are developed there onghl to

•in- method of publication and coordination of the methods so that each «i i

in the line tan profit by the work of the different individuals. \\'<- have at the

present time a most admirable experiment station system by which every station

er profits by the work of every other station worker. The matter is published

and widely diatributed free of charge and then ia summarized and systematized in

the Office of Experiment stations at Washington. In this matter of instruction,

we have DO BV8tem whatever, livery instructor is a, law unto himsolf,

which is in> law whatever, and there is absolutely uo method by which others may
Ideas which he develops. I know this to be a matter about
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\
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I hope there may he a much more extended trial than we have yet had of a modifi-

cation of the university extension lecture system as a means hy which instruction

may he given in agriculture to those who can not come to the colleges. It is more
difficult for residents of farming communities to come together regularly than for

those who live in towns and villages. It is probable it may he best, in many cases,

to have the lectures for agricultural communities given in close succession rather

than at intervals. The instruction given at farmers' institutes is valuable, but gen-

erally is fragmentary in character. Gratifying results have come from trials of the

plan of having professors from the colleges give one or more courses of lectures in

connection with the institutes, or at meetings arranged for the purpose.

A fair measure of success has come from some efforts to make use of the Chau-
tauqua system of reading circles in teaching agriculture. With due regard to their

chief work, I would have college professors and station workers avail themselves of

every opportunity to give instruction in the way of lectures, articles in the agricul-

tural papers, discussions at farmers' meetiugs, etc., not only because such work is

abundantly worth doing in itself, but also because it is one of the most effective

methods of arousing or increasing interest in better and fuller agricultural education.

I may not weary your patience with more than a brief reference to station Avork.

I would have more of research and experiment along purely scientific lines, not

restricting such work to that which gives large promise of immediate and direct

practical applications, not stopping it even if good men are unable to see its utility.

Alongside this I urge the continuance of the plain, " practical" lines of experiment.

Not many striking discoveries will be made, but that which seems unimportant in

itself may he of vast importance in aggregate results. If experiments by station

workers should enable the farmers of the country to increase the average yield of

corn one peck per acre, the value of this increased yield would be far above the cost

of all the stations.

I name only two of many important lines of work—the introduction of new crops

to secure greater variety of agricultural products, and the finding of new uses for the

crops we already produce. There may be great possibilities in this direction. The
definition of a weed as a plant the virtues of which we have not yet discovered sug-

gests that there may be most important uses in plants now little regarded. The large

range of uses to which cotton seed and its products are now put suggests that we may
have been content with very partial utilization of other products of our farms.

As firmly as ever do I believe there should be more of cooperation between stations

working along the same lines, and that there should be more of differentiation of work
between stations. But more clearly than formerly do I see difficulty in securing these

things. It is hard to resist the pressure for trial of experiments admittedly impor-

tant. The wise rule seems to be that each station should have a very few mainlines

of work, with possibly a number of minor and incidental ones. But the fact that one

station has done most excellent work along one line and received deserved credit for

it, is often made an argument why the station in an adjacent State should do the same
work. There is difference of opinion even among station officers as to what consti-

tutes a too narrow or a too wide range for work. In discussing the work of one of

the stations, the director of another gave it praise but thought the attempt had been

made to investigate too many problems. The director of the station in an adjoining

State also praised the work, but thought the station at fault in having neglected

important fields of experimentation.

Much as has been accomplished in making the results of the work done available

to farmers, I believe much more is desirable. The bulletins of the stations reach

only a small minority of the farmers. Many of these bulletins are more valuable to

station workers and to those with a fair education in science than to farmers gener-

ally. Valuable as is the aid given by some agricultural papers in disseminating the

results of station experiments, these usually give only partial results.

I would be remiss in a duty and deny mvself a pleasure if I did not bear hearty

testimony to the admirable work done in this direction by the Office of Experiment
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tl ia invaluable and its Handbook is the best r swork

wo baye. But the* i chiefly used bj atatiou workers. I believe tbe time

bas come wbeu tbere sbould be much compilation of results alread) obtained, and
that these compilations, in form and matter, should l"- adapted to popular use,

tupilationa is not showy work ; it will not bring fume to those who
do it, bnl 1 doubt it" there ia a more useful work awaiting some of the best trained

.station investigators. Hie plan of having t w <> classes of bulletins, i giving

-m's ami results, tbe other gn in<j conclusions bused <>;i these results, has nun h

amend it. The station worker maj care much more for s detailed record of

what we s.iw or did than for what we think these things teach. Man] fanners

little for the means by which conclusions are reached, as thej assume these were

wisely ehosen and accurate]] used, but will read with interest what we think we
hare proven.

In a peculiai he Buccess of both agricultural colleges and experiment

stations their being kept in close tonofa with the people. Endowed by

ivernments, dependent for their tail success on additional

endowments, it is peculiarily fitting and necessary they Bhould, as nearly as possi-

ble, be working in line with the popular thought. The relations of all conn<

with them and the public should be frank and cordial. Especially would I impress

the importance of keeping the slationship with the public school

the States. But the ohoiceofthe most desirable lines of work and of

b it work must finally be decided by those directly charged with

onduct of these institutions. Trustees, boards of control, presidents, faculties,

directors, and station workers can not escape the responsibilities resting upon them.

ral policy must be decided by the hoards of control, subject to the plain

- of law. The carrying out of this policy, the choice of methods, and all

la \\ ill w isely li<- left to t hose who are to do the work.

It is one of the mosl I and valuable characteristics of t Ids Association that

i mbership ia not confined to any one class of workers in this great field, but

imli... presidents, station directors, members of the college faoul-

tulation that each of these classes

a meeting, especially that there are bo many members
of bos itroi. and that almost all section- of the country are represented.

It has rovided that much of the work of the Association Bhall be done

i, but I urge that we make much of the opportu-

i ions from d i i ndpoints, that

be better prepared for doing his own part. It is a great work, with many
can work in all or know very much of all, but each will do his

own share h< si if he hai apprehension of the whole.

ipeated thought that the institutions ti

• iislied and are maintained not for US, not primarily for those who attend

ctly aided by them, but as means for advancing the w elfare of the

intelligence and prosperity—in the widest mean-

it industrial - he nation. We will < on

our ! ork will ;m> on wit h inci

i by and value to the nation and the States to the wise liberal

» its inception snd the possibility of its contiu

IfOH EB 14, 1804.

The - railed t der at 9.45 a.m. by Chairman Morr*

Mr. Basbi toon on I • a to

report to the Association. The executive committee called attention

£o the plan for the purchase of a torMorrilL The Section
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on College Work passed the following resolution, which it submits for

your approval:

Resolved, That the executive committee be authorized to take subscriptions, order

casts, and to obtain the marble bust proposed, and keep it in a suitable place in

Washington for subsequent use.

Adopted.

Mr. Alvord stated that the executive committee would receive sub-

scriptions for the plaster casts of this bust until the new executive

committee was appointed. The cost was $50, which might be reduced

by further subscriptions to $45 or $40.

Mr. Harris. The attention of the Section on College Work was

called to the fact that the entrance requirements and courses of study

in the various colleges, including not only the agricultural but other

departments, vary very greatly. Attention was also called to the fact

that high school preparatory courses were not only very different in

different States, but in different parts of the same State. A commit-

tee was appointed to report immediately upon what action might with

profit be taken by the Association to remedy this. The committee

reported as follows

:

That a committee of five be appointed by the Association, which committee shall

report at the next annual meeting, and that the executive committee be asked to

defray all expenses of the committee.

That the committee be authorized to confer with the New England Association of

Colleges, the Committee of Ten, the National Educational Association, and such

other bodies or associations as may be, and to embody the results of such confer-

ences in its report to this Association.

I move the adoption of that recommendation.

Seconded.

Mr. Tyler, of Massachusetts. I have been very much interested,

personally and officially, in this matter of entrance requirements, and
am in full sympathy with the motion proposed. I should be personally

glad if, among the societies specifically named in the resolution, were

included the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.

This society was organized at Chicago last year, and had its second

meeting last August in Brooklyn. The matter of college entrance re-

quirements was very carefully treated in a paper by Professor Craven,

of the University of Kansas, and aroused considerable discussion.

At the close of the discussion it was voted that a committee of five be

appointed by the Association to consider entrance requirements and
report at the next annual meeting of the Association. The field to be

covered is of course not identical with that represented in the present

Association, but certainly on the mechanical side of this Association the

work is very much common to the two. I think the result would be

very satisfactory on both sides if there were the best possible coopera-

tion between the two committees.

Mr. Harris. While the field is of course not identical with the field

we represent here, it is entirely included within it, and the last clause



• Include I ions of tbis sort. It

seems t<> me, however, that tbe Association for the Promotion of I

• miM he mentioned l».\ name, and 1 therefore second

the amendm< ler.

The amendineul The Section was
then voted upon and adopted.

The Chairman. This carries with it the appointment of a commit
[call attention to the Fact that this Is a very important

motion the chair was directed t<> appoint the commit

The tnnounced the following gentlemen as the committee on

nominations: Messrs, A. \Y. Harris, a. A.Johnson, W. L. Broun, W, A.

llenry, C. W. Garfield, C. F. Tanderford, and \.< . Drue. *

Mr. Scovell stated that while In* had been unwilling

decline to cretary while the Association was in debt, In- uow
the burden was removed, that Ik- must decline a reelection t<>

ary.

Mr. ! would state that there arc u.~> institutions represented

States; L05 meml : visitors are present,

e Chairman. If there is no further business of a general charac-

ter, we will proceed to tin- consideration of the proposed ameudmeut to

the constitution. (See proceedings of the convention for 1893, p. 64.)

Mr. ( avitt offered tli«' following resolution in regard to the name of

tin- Association:

. That the Dame of this Association Bhall 1><- so changed :i> t.. hereafter

iation of Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges

i."

May I ask .Mr. Alvord if the executive committee has made any
I 011 this pi,, name I

Mr. Alvord Mated tiiat tin* executive committee bad incorporated it

in t hich brought it before the Association.

. I understand, then, that we have before as a pro

iation so that i! shall read

'•An n of Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges and

B -.1 move to amend by striking nut "American Associa

Mechanical Colleges and Experiment Statio

and

Mi name w I
i-- too

mprehenttive to include tin- mechanical

II Of tin ,|| jf I he

at < 'o||._. ." I : ief and com

JMC! II.

Mr. I !"

Mr. i tuulian

'l'li.- Ghaib l nuderstaud M I
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Mr. Broun. It is proposed to include experiment stations.

Mr. Patterson. I think that whatever nomenclature be adopted, it

ought to be in conformity with the organic act of 18G2, and with the

acts of the several States accepting the trust implied in that act. The
act of 18G2 knows nothing of the suggestion made by Mr. Broun. It

is not designated the Morrill Act, but an act for the endowment of

agricultural and mechanical colleges in the several States of the Union,

and whatever legislation has been had by Congress recognizes the fact

that this supplementary legislation is designed to supplement and com-

plete the organization of the colleges under the original act. The
same objection applies to the change moved by Mr. Harris. There

are State colleges which have neither part nor lot in this endow-

ment. Now, whatever change be adopted, it ought to be in conformity

with Federal and State legislation. These ends will be accomplished

by the amendment introduced by Mr. Cavitt last year, and all the

requirements of those who desire a change in the designation of this

Association will be met by the insertion in the present name of the

words "and mechanical." I do not believe in any cumbrous nomen-

clature; the shorter the name the better, so that it expresses adequately

what we want to express by the name of the Association. It was
argued at New Orleans that the mechanical side of these colleges ought

to obtain recognition in this Association. There is a general disposi-

tion to recognize that. This disposition is shown on the r>art of those

connected with mechanical training in these colleges to bring their

part of the institutions up to the level which has been obtained by the

other sections represented here. I think we can not evade the responsi-

bility attaching to the development of the mechanical side of these

institutions of learning. It is important that we should educate the

agriculturists; it was truly said that they are the backbone of Ameri-

can industry, but there are mechanical industries that will be second in

importance only to the agricultural interests of the country. It is

important that we educate our mechanics, our laboring classes, and do

as much for them as for the agriculturists. You are well aware that

there is a constant tendency of the agricultural population to move from

the rural districts to the towns. When you bring that fact into connec-

tion with another important fact, namely, that practically all the wealth

of the country is in the cities, you bring together the two explosive ele-

ments that endanger this country. I argue that education for the

artisan is as important as for the agriculturist, and Congress in its far-

sightedness foresaw in 1SG2 that that would be the case. From these

points of view it seems to me we can not neglect this duty to further

the development of the mechanical side as largely and liberally as the

other side. The other side is well established; the mechanical side is

unfortunately not so. In a great many institutions established under

the land-grant act, mechanical training is still in its infancy. What I

want this Association to encourage by its official act is to give it the

!



tuition it (1. - and- the Bovoral States Bee that

we are in earnest about this matter, and that, while we are not going

to neglect the one, we are equally willing to foster the other.

Mi. - it pleasure b d the Bpeech of Mr.

Patterson as I did at New Orleans two years ago. It seems to me
he has lut the right nail on the bead. We must adhere closely t.>

the national purpose as expressed in the organic act of L862. The act

>r tlu> benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts;"

the two are there associated and we shall be safe it' we keep close to

that original and organic act. I have debated in my mind some time

for a substitute that Bhould be comprehensive and at the same time

ptive, and 1 have come to the conclusion that we can know no

better name than that proposed in this amendment. I d<> not like

sueh adjectives, but for the present I think this amendment Bhould

prevail, and that the colleges should he known as the agricultural and

mechanical colleges. I would that it might be colleges for the benefit

of agriculture and the mechanic aits, bnt that seems cumbrous.

Therefore 1 Bupport the amendment proposing that this Association

shall he the MAs a of American Agricultural and Mechanical

Colleges and Experiment Stations." Jt semis quite necessary to

include the experiment stations, not only because we have college

eriment stations which are in the act designated departments of

colleges, hut because we have state experiment stations associated

with us as well. Therefore they should he included in the title of the

.•iation.

Mr. CLUTE. 1 agn <• heartily with the speeches that have been made
in regard to our name, hut I think we ought to avoid a long and cum-

brous Hid am inclined to believe that we can find a name that

shall adequately describe the colleges and stations and that shall he

brief. It seems that we all desire to honor Mr. Morrill, from whom we
have oi:i cond -rants, and we should all like to honor Mr.

b, who introduced the hill. We want to include colleges ami

in all their departments in the name. It seems to me. there-

. that if we call our Association the "Morrill-Hatch Educational

iation." we shall have a shot

'

>mprehensive, mime.

Mr. Barkis. There seem to he two objections to the proposed name.

too long, and for that reason I favor leaving out the experiment

in to me i y t<> mention in the name all

the i entitled to membership. ond objection

tiling tl sociation of agricultural and mechanical colli

and agricult entstatii > me more important. It

;-!"!i to those collegi a bei e i epi

.hen every college in the land will bewillin

l fact, if not in name, an agricultural and mechanical coll(

ady tin cultural col e I United

liich do not call then inch. I see here mj good friend.

Mr. 1 if I counted the men who bave received inspira-
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tion from him and the men who have received instruction in that old

classical college, I think you would agree with me that at Aliddletown,

Conn., there is a first-class agricultural college—a better one than we
find in many of our States to-day. There is a representative here from

the Institute of Technology, and in the Institute of Technology there

exists now an admirable course in agriculture ; they do not call it

agriculture, but that is what it really is. For that reason I think it

important that we should stamp out, if we can, the word "agricultural

college." Any college with the word " agriculture" 7 in its name seems to

the public something less than other colleges. If there is such a thing

as an agricultural college, it is first a college, and afterwards agricul-

tural. Xow. what shall the name be? It is proposed that we shall

follow the organic acts, but you will find no name there. Does not the

Pennsylvania State College conform to the organic act as well as the

agricultural and mechanical college of some State or other? Does not

the University of Wisconsin conform to the act better than some other

institutions? What,' then, shall we select? Some one out of many
characteristics must receive emphasis. I believe that the most impor-

tant idea we represent is not agricultural education, nor the wider

industrial education, but State education—the assertion that the State

owes it to every boy and every girl to give, not the meanest education

it can get oft' with, but the very best education, which shall take him

from his A B C's until he receives his diploma from the State university.

For these reasons I am in favor of my own amendment, and I should

call the Association the "Association of American State Colleges," and

include all the arts, the old-fashioned liberal arts among them, when
you can.

Mr. Heney. We have been quarreling about what the baby's name
shall be ever since it was born. To-day it is said that the mechanical

section of this Association is already leading the agricultural. They
seem to be doing very well; why not let them alone? I learn that 37

States are represented in this convention ; I learn that adjectives do not

represent them, and yet we propose to add another adjective. If the

mechanical section is doing its work so well, why not let it go on? Our
name is good enough, and I move that the proposed amendment lie on

the table.

Seconded.

The yeas and nays were called for, with the result that 33 yeas and

10 nays were recorded, as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. A. L. Emigb, C. S. Plumb, A.W. Harris, H. IT. Goodell, W. M. Hays,

W.C. Welborn,W.P. Headden, C.D.Woods, R. H. Miller, S. M.Tracy, 8. P. McCrea,

I. P. Roberts, J.P.Power, W. H. Scott, H. E. Alvord, T. C. Earns, M. H. Backhaul,

C. L. Goodrich, P. W. Pane, N. L). Pratt, A. A. Johnson. A. C. True, A. E. Blount,

H. H.Wing, E. P. Ladd, W. J. Green, H. P. Armsb
C. P. Vanderford, J. E. Hills, J. A. Myers. W. A.Henry
Nays—Messrs. W. L. Broun, A. X. Raub, O. (lute. J. K. Patterson, W. W. Tyler,

R. II. Jesse, P. II. Mell, M. A. Scovell, C. S. MnrMand, A. Scott, A. Q. Holladay,

J. II. Washburn, P. P. Craighead, E. P. Voorbees, E. E. Emery, V.L.Roy.
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The chairman tben introduced Iffr, J. W. Hoffman, who delivered an

intei

i

[dress on "1 l<»w Tus riored Farm*

Alabama."
Mr. I iron 1 1 Bpokein indorsement of tin- Tuskegee [nstitute, and com

mended its exhibit at Montgomery, He spoke of the excellent moral

training given, and stated that its students became good citizens. In

industrial education, he thought, lay the best hope for the colored race.

The chairman expressed the pleasure the Association had had in

listening to Mr. Hoffman's address, and then introduced Director

True, of the Office of Experiment Stations, who delivered the following

address:
In i WORI 01 riCI <>r EXPRRIMENI STATIONS.

'I'll.- agricultural experiment station^ have three agencies foi promoting their gen-

era] i: b this Association, and 1 may say tliat the Department of Agri-

culture bee reoentlj given an official opinion that inch an association is an essential

Bsatni item of experiment stations like onr own, and is therefore entitled

to tin- sni>;...rr of all the station-. A second agency is the journal called "Agrioul-

tural B kbly conducted by Dr. Frear, of Pennsylvania. This

rtnnity lor a freer and wider discussion of station methods and results than is

ranient publications, and is, or may be, virtually tin- continuation

of the dii f this Association at monthly intervals throughout the year.

The third agency is th- Experiment stations, which, whatever h> fnnc-

is a branch of the 1 department of Agriculture, is primarily established to render

as Bach a- as will best promote the objects for which they were

iced. Th< i keep in close touch with the

stations, to have their hearty support in its undertakings, and to receive their

,-nt criticism of its mist ..

Asa of that office to this convention I desire very briefly to speak of

M which the o BOUght to promote the interests of' the

! may add of the colleges likewise, during t <r.

deuces that the work of our stations •! not

onlj in this country l>ut in those lands the experiment stations have been
• be cordial invitation re<

from Dr. Nobbe, president of the Association of German Experiment
-natives of American station id the annual meeting of that

tion.

While tin-re is now. as probably then will he. room for improvement in

the so * and work of the statioi is no donbt that th<

: inly intrenched in the favor and iltural public.

good woi a rule they are jmr-

for which they vr< ished with grc ntelli-

i 1<1\\ ids system of '.\ ho h tin- Am
d ing ami p

With

ition,

In '

the

work and point out
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things which will probably appear in the Annual Report of the Department, hut it

may lie that the oral statement of them will he more intelligible than the written,

and will open the way for questions and suggestions from members of this convention

either at this time or in informal conversations or otherwise hereafter.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, the office issued 24 documents, aggregat-

ing 2,089 pages. These include 12 numbers of the Experiment Station Record Avith

index, 6 bulletins, 2 farmers' bulletins, and 4 circulars. In these publications, with

one or two exceptions, the work of the individual experiment stations was compiled

for distribution throughout this country and the rest of the civilized world. The
fifth volume of the Experiment Station Record comprises 1,196 pages and contains

abstracts of 267 bulletins and 43 annual reports of 55 experiment stations in the

United States, and 67 publications of the Department of Agriculture. The total

number of pages in these publications is 17,161. There are also 227 abstracts of

reports of foreign investigations. The total number of titles abstracted is 973, classi-

fied as follows: Chemistry, 46; botany, 42; bacteriology, 4 ; zoology, 6; mineralogy,

1; meteorology, 36; water and soils, 36; fertilizers, 72; field crops, 155; horticulture,

84; forestry, 10; seeds, 16; weeds, 8; diseases of plants, 66; entomology, 74; foods and
animal production, 119; veterinary science, 18; dairying, 89; agricultural engineer-

ing, 18; technology, 4; and statistics, 69. Classified lists of titles of foreign articles

not abstracted are also given in each number. The aggregate number of titles thus

reported is 1,514. Special articles contributed by eminent foreign workers in agri-

cultural science were translated in the office and published in the Record.

A notable feature of the fifth volume of the Record is a review of recent work in

dairying, prepared by Dr. Allen, assistant director, which serves to show how large

and important a feature of experiment station work investigations on dairying are.

In the preparation of the Record constant effort has been made to condense the

abstracts as far as practicable, and as a result they have become increasingly techni-

cal as regards their language and form of statement. In spite of this the demand
for the Record from intelligent farmers has steadily increased, and the number of

commendations which it has received from persons without scientific knowledge has

been surprisingly large. An edition of 8,000 copies is now required to meet the regu-

lar demand for this publication. When the cards were recently sent out asking the

persons on the mailing list whether they wished to receive the next volume of the

Record, almost all of them returned an affirmative answer. Of course no such cards

were sent to college and station officers. The Record is now regularly sent to a large

number of the foreign experiment stations and other institutions engaged in agri-

cultural investigations. In the sixth volume of the Record all the abstracts have

been arranged under one series of topics. This enables us to make a more thorough

classification of our material and to get more in the same space. We have at the

same time enlarged the scope of the Record by securing the cooperation of the scien-

tific bureaus and divisions of the Department, and the abstract committee of the

Association of Official Agricultural Chemists. It is hoped that by this means we
shall be able to present a comprehensive summary of the investigations in agricul-

tural science throughout the world.

The Handbook of Experiment Station Work, in which the work of all the stations

in this country for about twenty years was summarized, has proved to be a popular

document, the demand- for it having greatly outrun the ability of the Department to

meet it. We still hope that Congress may be induced to issue a large edition for

general distribution. This publication has, it is believed, helped to impress Con-

gress and the country that the experiment stations have accomplished much work
that is useful to farmers in all parts of the Union and are institutions which should

be generously supported by States and nation.

A general view of our system of agricultural education and research has been

presented in the bulletin entitled " Organization Lists," and in the annual report of

the office. I am aware that the preparation of these bulletins has involved con-

siderable labor on the part of the station and college officers who had to collate the
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institutions, bat I believe that this laboi i* smply
I pletc .in.l a. i urate -t:i!

institutions. My experience leads me i«» believe that th< re is :> wide

demand for such information, [a the difficult) of making ctory

Itural department a^ dieting >m other It. up
I

it I believe that as far ns this can be done, with some deflnitem

. sbout to send <»ut our oironlars for snnnal it and I

would urge their careful attention and prompl return. I would be glad tore*

yarding particular inquiries whiob ought to l».- made. As it in

intended to include in the snnnal report this year some historical statements regard-

ing tfa - and Btations, s few inquiries along this Line will !><• made in our

statistical circulars.

The card index of station literature has steadilj progressed during the year. The
office still bason lunula considerable number of sets which may be purchased by

Indn iduals or institutions, and members of this convention maj render s set \ h »• by

helping to place these sets where they will <lo the most good.

As uiau\ of you know, the office luis undertaken an index of articles by station

workers, and all station workers who have not so far contributed to this index are

ested to do so, that it may be made as complete as possible. Card

indexes of other literatun cultural soience are being prepared in the office.

When eoU< tion men are writing up any subject relating to agricultural

e offl e will be glad, to render them assistance by furnishing them lists of

spondence in this direction will at ieasl help

tlu-o:; graphics which it should compile.

The oih.

.

i a portion of its time in preparing bulletins for the series of Farm-
Department of Agriculture. While it <lo»-s nol confine it-

• oinj.iiati work of the American stations, yet it refers to their work so

ill let ins that this constitutes an important means of disseminat-

ing the results of statioi bhe farmers of the country. A good many persons

to think that tlu- Farmers' Bulletins all emanate from this office, perhaps from

ce begun the series which was afterwards adopted i»\ the I '< pai t-

lunit. Ti ly lor those bulletins which contain the letter of

ar,

:i the investigations at Rothamsted, England, for the past fifty

: by >ir Henry Gilbert, have beeu transmitted by
him to tion and transferred through your executive committee to the

it for publication. It will be i a bulletin of the 01 cperi-

:.'l after careful examination of the manuscript, I nm prepared b

that they will constitute an exceedingly interesting and important contribution to

I
i [cultural i

The offi< • god in the preparation of a bulletin on cotton culture.

red with the aid of experts in the e. We aim to

:r knowledge regarding this plant and what further expert-

- ami investigations '< «1 to promote the interests o >t t f

m

• ry

.

• n tii'- 1 lepai tin. nt >ns on the

nutri: of human foods. I this w«uk !

In

appropriation tli d a bulletin eontaii

ii.-. it .

••• make

supplj ami consumption, to

mod, and especially

aient In A
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portion of this work will be done under Professor Atwater's charge at Middlctown,

Conn., but a good deal of it will be carried ou at different points in the country. It

is hoped that some of the agricultural colleges and experiment stations will be able

to take up work in this line, and their cooperation will be sought in so far as seems

desirable in view of their facilities for this kind of research and the demands of the

work in which they are already engaged.

The schedules for the financial reports of the stations for the present fiscal year,

as required by Congress, hare been prepared and distributed. An effort has been

made to make a schedule which would show how the mouey has been expended and

which would at the same time accommodate itself to ordinary methods of book-

keeping and not impose unnecessary labor on station accountants. The schedules

for this year are in a sense tentative, and it is hoped that the station officers will be

free to make suggestions for their improvement. It is expected that the financial

reports will be accompanied with clear and detailed statements of the work of the

station for the same period. It is believed that a clear presentation of expenditures

and work will greatly strengthen the position of the stations before Congress and

the country.

The experience and correspondence of the Office of Experiment Stations bring

out certain criticisms of station management to which it may be profitable for me
to briefly advert, provided it is clearly understood that I am not finding fault, but

seeking to help the cause. Perhaps one of the most frequent and serious criticisms

of station management which is brought to the attention of the Department is that

in the conduct of college and station there is a mingling of college and station

funds to the undue advantage of either the college or the station. It is easy to see

how this idea may be causelessly entertained, owing to the intimate relations which
must necessarily exist between the college and the station. At the same time, the

criticism serves to emphasize the desirability of making as broad a distinction as

practicable between the work of the college and the station, so that it will be clear

to all fair-minded observers that each institution is doing its owrn work without

trenching upon the province of the other.

Another vexed point is the question of inserting in station publications what are

practically advertisements of private concerns. This has been most often done by
the use of pictures bearing the trade-mark or names of manufacturers. This is

usually justified on the ground that the station is thus enabled to give the farmer

useful information without which the investigations of the station in certain direc-

tions would not be practically effective. This practice has, however, excited serious

criticism, and it is very doubtful whether the information thus given is of sufficient

importance to compensate for the risk growing out of charges of partiality to pri-

vate interests.

Another matter which perhaps deserves more consideration than it has received

relates to unity in the management of the station considered as a public institution.

In the conduct of station business and in the issuing of publications it has sometimes

appeared that the person doing the work or the author of the bulletin was for the

most part individually responsible for what he did, and that in case of mistake or

mismanagement the director, or even the board of control, did not have or feel any
particular responsibility in the matter. It is believed that this lack of unity is a

weakness in station management. One way in which this is illustrated is in the form

and general make-up of station publications; that is, in certain of these publications

it would appear that different officers had each contributed their part and that no
one felt called upon to do any editing or had considered how the publication as a

whole would impress the reader. It is believed that the highest interests of the

stations will be promoted by making the public feel that they are permanent and
solid public institutions, wrorkiug steadily and consistently for the benefit of agri-

culture. The workers may change, but the institution itself should jmrsue itspro2>er

course without intorruptiou or deviation.

L



Iffr. W\ I thai the question whether it «ras a legitimate

application of the Hatch fund bo paj the e: oi .1 delegate t<>

these conveiitiona and to pay the animal contribution of the stations

to the foods of the \ ion had been exhaustively considered i>\

the Department of Agriculture, and the decision was thai these «li>

bursements were perfectly legitimate. The Treasury Department baa

sustained the decision of the Department <>r Agriculture.

The Chairman. Mi-. Harris this morniug emphasized the truth that

the institutions w< tent are first of all colleges, and that our work
i< for education. This being so, we arc not only connected with the

n tment <>t" Agriculture, luit \\ itli all educational work, particularly

as represented by national officers. 1 count it a -rent privilege to

1 to «»nc who not only by personal qualifications, but by long

nee, is so well entitled to our most earnest attention.

I tak< 2 pleasure in introducing Hon. W. T, Harris, Com uissioner

acatiou.

The Teaching of Agriculi ua

I thank yon, Mr. 1 for your kind allusions to me personally. In the fen

i 1 i • 1 1 I have to make I propose to call attention to the twofold relation

altural college bears, namely, 00 the one hand to the Departmenl of

ilturc, and on the other hand to the Bureau of Education. The Department
3ts it by n I il experiments in regard to plants

andanim* ction of th best methods of training and cultivating, the modes
indsoil. We mother I departments of the Government here

in Washington arc proud of what the Department of Agriculture does in these and in

lines. But my Bureau wishes to be kept in mind by the manag jrrioul-

ohing and school management. 1

_ ii of the method of teaching agriculture as a branch of .study.

iltnral population in any country is the most conservative class of all its

r the methods of their pi e patriarchal in their

!t with them and do not need assurances from me. You could

inject. But I was born on a farm, and had the education

mething about the prejudices and conceits that he bai

!-!) to be the one whi< - the most •

inde] of all employments, because In d often tl

i an ideal civilization in Borne far distant future

t only farms. I could make a long story of the develop-

: _ I'd. I could tell how I changed mj formei

ming is t lent of the employments, and that

ill in that period ' • oann-

pposing that ; i> ed most

Ith <if the country, but

li add

ilt Ii <>f t Ik

^ into

I le

rant <>f t i.

All
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It shows its great power and usefulness. The agricultural college takes a boy
from this place and another from that place, educates him, teaches him what his

gifted fellow-men have been doing in the way of inventing new methods of creating

wealth, increasing the production of farms, aiding human labor by machinery ; it

sends him back to his community charged with information and with a spirit of

inquiry. The college may profitably set its students to reporting upon the condition

of their local communities; discussing the methods in vogue, and especially making
note of the enterprising citizens of their localities. This suggests what we call

" university extension," now creating so much interest in this country and England.
University extension seems to be the very field of greatest usefulness open to the

agricultural college. I defer to your better wisdom in this matter. It seems to me
that such extension of higher education and of secondary education promises to

enable us to take account of two kinds of youth in the community. One kind of

youth we have provided for. He is the boy who wants the old-fashioned education

and his parents can afford to pay for it.

We make him pass strict examinations in the elementary work, and promote him
step after step when he has completed the course prescribed. Hitherto we have
excluded the other kind of boy, the boy who has great talent in some particular direc-

tion, but has not a taste for the old-fashioned education and will not pass through

a course of study extended through many years. The secondary school and the col-

lege lose their hold of this class of youth. But a great many of our successful men
come from this class. Perhaps they would have taken a regular course of education

in the schools if their parents had furnished the money for it. A great many of our

millionaires are not college bred; many of our inventors are not college bred; they

have nevertheless become giants in their special provinces. They have been gifted

in special powers. It would be interesting could we trace in every case the history

of these men back through their infancy, and study their heredity also. We should

see how the brain, nerves, and energy of the family worked to develop a man who
has a faculty of secreting wealth as the adipose tissue is secreted in the body. It is

a matter of congratulation that the agricultural college is about to take hold of this

work and look after the sporadic individual who is good in some particular line, but

has no activity for general studies, or at least no taste for them. His whole soul

goes out in activity on some particular line. It may be entomology, or astronomy,

or meteorology, or botany, or archaeology, or it may be a much narrower province,

such as the cultivation of the potato, the improvement of the beet root for the

table or for sugar-making purposes. We shall agree that the schools ought to get

hold of such men. I believe it is one of the important functions of the agicultural

college to look out for the youth who do not come to school, but who show eminent

capacity in particular lines relating to the industries, or especially agriculture. My
neighbor, Mr. Bull, in Concord, Mass., invented the Concord grape by a long series

of experiments on the native grapes of his region.

I do not mention this function of the agricultural college as seeming to offer advice

to you who are present, for I well know that you are the most competent men in the

United States to understand the work of the agricultural colleges, and I believe that

you have found out or are in the process of finding out the lines in which to best

direct their work. This annual conference of agricultural college presidents is

itself sufficient evidence that what each discovers in the course of the year is

brought to the attention of all his fellows. There is a constant process of reenforcing

each agricultural college by the experience of all similar institutions.

While I, as an outsider, am not competent to suggest new lines of work, I claim

to know enough about the subject to arouse in me the desire to get brief reports on

the progress made by the faculties of your institutions in reducing agriculture and

kindred branches of industry to a pedagogical form. The branches of instruction

in the old colleges have long since been reduced to such a form. The studies of

Latin and Greek, mathematics, history, geography, grammar, have been so arranged

that the lesson that lies nearest to the pupil's mind is placed at the beginning. It is

L
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followed l'\ a second i< mod, whioh presupposes the hist lesson And builds apoi

third lesson, 11 fourth lesson, und all the reel follow
; each one buildiug on what baa

umI adding some ne^s matter of consideration thai is Important and
il to the pedsgogh a] form that tii<' first l< ssou shall be useful

food if do i on follows it. that If you out ofl the

l shall be nseful and valuable up to that point, it Is

1 1 form to oblige the pupil to learn • lessons whioh are noth-

ing in themselves but the mere scaffolding to an important idea by and by t" be

pod.

In your branches of mechanical industry you find that much has been <l<>n t - to

_ ical form. In the public schools ofmany cities, especially

in Massachnsel ts, cooking is taught in n sei i< a of progressh •• lessons. Its pedagogic

form lia^ been fullj developed, I take it that in the study of agriculture whatever

ea are taught as preliminary disicipline should have practical illustrations

drawn from soils, plants, and animals at every step. As in all other branches, are

must gel hold of the interest of pupil, both hereditary and acquired, and fasten

one by one our studies to this interest. I desire to get from each agricultural college

reports ot made in reducing the various features of this field of study

I form, being con ftdenl that when this reduction is complete, instruc-

tion in agriculture will not only 1 »«• well managed in your institutions, hut also will

And its way into the elementary schools of the farming disti

>me time ago in Thorold Rodgere, in his book entitled "Six Hundred Years

of Wages," Chapter XVI, the following: "We owe the improvements in English

ilture to Holland. From this country we borrowed, at the beginning of the

teentfa century, the cultivation of winter roots, and at that of the eighteenth

The Dutch had practiced agriculturewith the patient

and minute industry of market gardeners. Thej had tried successfully to cultivate

thing to the uttermost which could be used for human food or could gn e inno-

m to a refined taste. They taught agriculture and they taught gar-

dening, b the first people to surround their homesteads with flowei

ith trim part. ires, with the fined turf, to imj»ro\ e fruit ti-

• edible roots snd herbs, at once for man and cattle. We owe to the

irvy and leprosy have been banished from England, that continuous

i, that the true rotation of crops has been

. that the population of these islands has been increased,

1 1 1 It* and sheep in England are ten times what they were in numbers

and three times what ti. .1 quality Even nowthean
cultural skill of the Holla inct. The gardeners of Haarlem still purvey

the civilized world, and there is much which the

liah agriculturist of the present day could learn with advi m the indi

.ml skill of the Dutch farmer, and perhaps will learn, when England is

red from I tern end her tenant 111 the

guarantees as the Dutchman does." It would seem from this

quotation that hanged her agriculture from the old-fashions

ad highly-developed farming known bj

I think that it the most important subjects con

ed with th<

i intelligi

idy the mi o live in the suburbs
•

ie in the :

-

Vol k tuinariuui

i in a
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round-table stylo the report of a committee of their classmates who had been inquir-

ing into the market gardens and ascertaining what crops are raised and in what
order of succession ;

how many in the year ; how the gardeners meet the first demands
of the market in the spring; how they use forcing honses; how they handle trans-

portation; how they get to market; how they live—that is to say, how they sleep

and cat while on the way to the city and while there. All these little practical items

become interesting and suggestive when discussed in this way. The uneducated

person lives and acts, but does not think about the method of his living and acting.

School education sets the individual at once to considering the method in which
things are done. What an interesting thing it would be to compare the methods of

market gardeners in New Orleans, Cincinnati, Boston, New York, Chicago, St. Louis,

Baltimore, etc. Set to study these processes, the students of the agricultural college

become centers of information and directive power for their neighborhoods when
they return as graduates to their homes.

It has been found that university extension stands in need of endowment much
more than the regular teaching work of the colleges of the country. There should

be fellowships founded by wealthy men interested in agriculture so that young men
of genius may repair to the college on these fellowships and have their necessary

expenses all provided for. This is the one country of the world for endowment of

educational institutions by private munificence. I presume that each college presi-

dent knows of certain persons who would be glad to erect monuments for their fami-

lies in the shape of scholarships in the State university, if they were sure that the

money would increase the practical acumen of students who seek higher education.

I believe that in this direction large endowments may be expected in the near future

and that a proper account of the practical work done by agricultural students when
published in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education will be found the

best means of attracting from men of wealth numerous endowments for the purpose

of founding fellowships in agriculture. Many of the wealthy men of this country

look askance at the liberal education furnished in our colleges and universities.

Many have devoted large sums to establish nondescript institutes with the hope that

they would better tit young men for industry and the practical demands of life.

They want something, but they do not know how to obtain what they want. I

believe that it is in the future of these land-grant colleges founded for agricultural

and mechanical instruction to solve this problem and to hold up for the would-be

practical philanthropists a kind of education which makes the most of the talents

of the youth and to stimulate him to original investigation and to lead him onward
into the abstruse and highly technical studies which are necessary in order to endow
him with power to solve the highest problems. I have ventured to make these

remarks in order to show more clearly what kind of contributions I should like from

the presidents and professors of agricultural colleges who will kindly undertake to

record for mo these items of progress in the development of the pedagogical form

for the new branches of instruction.

Evening Session, Wednesday, November 14, 1894.

The Association was called to order by Chairman Morrow, at 7.30 p. m.

Mr. Alvord. .1 call attention to the fact that the constitution, while

it names the number of vice-presidents, does not indicate any difference

in their relative rank. It has been thought best to dispose of any

possible complications by the following resolution, which is recom-

mended by the executive committee:

Resolved, That the nominating committee be instructed to designate the vice-

presidents in numerical order when making their report to the convention.

Adopted.

L



Mr. Armsby. The provisional section <'ii Btatioo work desires bo

it the following resolution, relating to the Letter received from the

German Association of Experiment Stations:

Resohc, i. That the cultural oolleges and •

st .ni„iis of the sd S Itfa - ..iiiiiinii i.

of Prof. Dr, Nobbe and deepl) appreciate the evidence d and frafc

of the Association ni Agricultural Experiment 81

ll, : ,t the 1

1

ion be Instructed t<> « Prof.

Dgand grateful acknowledgment of his courtesy and t.. si

him that ere thai! always welcome in the meeting! of this Association th<

and participation of any gentlemen connected with the German static

Adopted.

Mi. Armsbt . 1 am instructed also by the same section to pivs.Mii for

tin- action of the Association the following resolution:

Thai this Association heartily approves recent legislation bj I

iry of Agriculture a measure of supervision over the expendi-

ture of th-

rbat this Association Indo scheme of financial statement

adopted by the 8 iltnre, and will approve and welcome the i

scrutiny of the work of the stations by the Department of Agriculture, either by

:,;il visitations of an agent of the Department, or Bueh other method as the

>f Agriculture may deem most efficient.

Adopted.

The chair then introduced the Eon. J. Sterling Morton, who made the

following address

:

lerienee much pleasure in learning, through the resolution which

yon 1. •• That the agricultural experiment stations and agricultural col-

d with the Department of Agriculture as t<» the manner in

which the public funds appropriated for their support shall be accounted for. r

ny misfortune, perhaps (or my lark of ability to state a proposition clearl

.; t that t! anally appropriated for tin- maintenance

of these st • th«- only moneys *-\, r appropriated out of the

hich no accounting had ever been required by an

through a: the United - oauditing,

ami i.
• -ni). troll. appropri

and put before him .. r filed in a department of the Government. It seemed t«. m<

lover of this •

should be made plain ami put in th« '
**o

lecomplished

,1,.. it . that that i
Itural

• only

of the

I

a th.,«
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Uiiited States, through the agency of Congressmen, the county reporters for the
Division of Statistics, and the Department. To show how sincerely this dissemi-

nation is appreciated, remember that each person receiving these seeds is requested

to experiment therewith and to report results. The records of the Department show
that these 9,000,000 of packages reached more than 1,500,000 addresses, and we have
heard, out of that million and a half of citizens, from 1,500 of them, in round num-
bers. In no case has tbere been any report by which the value of these seeds, or the

things which grew from them, can be ascertained. In nearly every case where a
report has been made, it has been like that of Oliver Twist on soup—they have asked
for more ! I shall recommend that this appropriation, which has amounted to $160,000

annually, be utterly abolished, and that in its stead there shall be an additional

appropriation made to each experiment station in each State and Territory of the

United States, which shall be for the purchase of seeds by the station director, him-
self authorized to get those things which may be adapted to his soil, climate, and
environment. Then we shall really have experiments with new and improved vari-

eties. This last year, at the suggestion of Dr. Dabney, Assistant Secretary of Agri-

culture, an appropriation was put in, as a sort of amelioration to Congressmen, who
disliked to give up this cheap method of electioneering through packages of seed, so

that $30,000 should be used for the publication of plain, practical bulletins for the

farmers upon such topics as might be deemed important at the time. And now the

question to be determined by this coming Congress is, Which shall do the most good
to the agriculture of the United States, the distribution of unfertile turnip seeds or

the dissemination of live thoughts among the farmers of the country? A bulletin

will convey thoughts with very much more certainty of doing good, it seems to me,

than seed packets will convey seed. The results of this seed appropriation in late

years have not been at all satisfactory. Besides their cost, they have loaded down
the postal service. Last year's seeds weighed, when packed and put into the mails

of the United States, more than 305 tons; and you may well imagine that that much
dead matter assists materially in increasing the deficiency in the postal service.

Now, it seems to me that this distribution of bulletins should meet with your

approval; and certainly that a direct appropriation made for each station for the

purpose of the purchase of new and improved varieties of seeds will also meet with

your approbation.

A word more, and that is to say that, while the seeds are generally annuals,

there is another planting that may be taught in experiment stations which will

produce things of far greater duration. I refer now particularly to forestry. In this

country the extent of denudation of hillsides in every State of the Union is illus-

trating every day what vast waste comes to the lands in the valleys. In many
X>ortions of Pennsylvania, where the hillsides and mountains have been deforested,

the sweeping torrents have poured down with such force as to wash away all the

surface soils of the valleys. In the State of Ohio to-day there are 1,000,000 acres of

land, which a few years ago were fertile and productive, which are to-day absolutely

untillable, because from the erosion of the water pouring down the hillsides the soil

has been washed away. In view of this denudation and its results here, as well as

in the presence of the vast waste that has occurred in European countries from this

same cause, it seems to me that every agricultural experiment station and college

should have at least' a kindergarten school in forestry. We are using in this country

now 30,000 acres of timber every twenty-four hours. To-night, because of its con-

sumption by railroads and manufacturers, there are 30,000 acres less of timber than

there was this morning. We have only 460,000,000 of acres in the entire Union of

States and Territories, and it is not a difficult problem to solve, nor does it take a

very profound mathematician to see that in a few generations this country will

be as denuded of timber as the Orient is to-day. And remembering that nothing

lives so long as a tree and the truth, I commend this question of forestry to you for

your most thorough consideration.
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The chair expressed tin' gratification ami interest of the ktioo

in the address they had listened t<>.

The Section on Agriculture and Chemistry then called up the third

of its topics, "The Attitude of the Agricultural Colleges toward Ini-

:v Extension." In the absence of Messi 9. I. .ma. of [ndiana, and

Emery, of Montana. Mr. Voorhees, of New Jersey . presented t in- subject

:

Mr. Voorheks. t oome before you anprepared to give any special Information in

reference to the attitude of the agricultural colleges toward university extension,

but rather to give yon some results of our experience in New Jersey with agricul-

tural extensiou work, it began with us in 1891 and has continued with increasing

usefulness up to the present time, the courses for the present winter nol having been

yet determined. In a general way tin- work is regarded as extremely successful,

meeting a class of agricultural workers who arc anxious i'<»r Information on certain

topics that can nol be reached by the college in an) other way. The chief difficulty

we find in - extension work is to get it in Bucfa a form as to mee! specific

requirements on the part of farmers. It was recognized at firat that agricultural

instruction in extension methods must differ materially from instruction in college.

At the felt that there were certain specific principles in the work
which could be presented in such a way as to have important practical results. In

teaching agriculture we <li\ ided tin- work into sections, or courses, of leotures cov-

ering specific points. We gave first lectures on soils m<l crops which would give

the tanners in any one community sufficient information of the character of soils as

kble them to benefit in dollars and cents from the information. The main idea

in every lecture was to bring the farmer or young man to see the relation of that

principle to the dollars he expected to get into his pocket. That, of course, was a

little different from the method we might use iii college, yet the work was presented

in .just ;w scientific a manner as we present it to students in Coll<

The second course was ,,n feeding plants, with specific reference to fertilizing

materials ami fertilisers, exhibiting the methods of using and buying matters of

that kind, and the whole question was covered, so far as we could do it in -i\ led nits,

s«» that the farmer, alter hearing the six lectures, would he enabled not onl\ to

purchase intelligently hut to use intelligently.

I'll.- third course included animal nutrition, with especial reference to the prepara-

tion of ration^, the economical DSC of farm products, and the handling of dairy

products. These lectures covered the whole ground, so tar as we could in lectures

of that sort, without ur, »inu into details.

result, of conrae ferine] ren t he opt ion id' taking any one id" the

three con: ,ch. iutimating in any case that tkej should he taken

in the order in which they ware prepared, as, first, -oil and crop, then fertilizer, then

Utilization op; and in mosl cases the lecturi in that order,

though in many cases they were directly interested in the question of plant food and

could clearly the principle.- which governed in that direction than in any

other direction.

Tin j ted all the time with the idea that this work meant money
to them. At the same time it was intended that they should he educated. It the

\

it would be to greatlj in< n ase then Interest In matters purely

The lecture hour was given up entirely to the lecture,

hut - d an opportunity of asking < tirely

<nd his if and made jns(

• OUld the pi it:

hour in which the students had

questions of t '. of finding oo t from

I the point and w h< I

L703 24 1
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cal manner the points brought forward. Iu a large number of cases we saw that

our hearers did not understand the reasoning brought forward very well; they were
not students iu the strict seuse of the term. Occasionally, however, we did find

a person who took hold of the right idea and saw that one thing hitched on to

another, and at the end of the course we saw that there was really some very

important work done. I have some figures here which will give some idea of the

proportion of those we lectured to who really took it up as a matter of education,

in addition to the matter of making it apply to the farming business.

Agricultural courses of lectures have been given in seven different sections of the

State. The average attendance at each lecture was 60, ranging from 109 to 26.

These were regular attendants. Out of that 60, 22 took the regular work in connec-

tion with it—that is, in addition to attending the lecture, they remained during the

second hour and were willing to be quizzed upon the work and to carry on the work
required during the week, such as essays and the reading of agricultural works.

At the end of the six weeks we examined and gave credit for the work of the 22,

and that, practically, was the whole work.

I found that those who took the first course—that is, began with the course on

soils and crops—were the ones who were most likely to go through and study the

work. That is, if we could get them started right, we generally carried them
through better. It was noticeable that out of a large number very few, after they

had arrived at the age of 25 years, seemed to care for any more than simply to hear

the lecture and pick up such information as might be of use in regular work. We
could not get them to study between lectures or give an account of themselves so

far as study was concerned. But the most useful course was given at Newton.

It was inspiring to have these young men as students, every one a youug man who
had not gotten far enough along to get into a rut, and still believed that there might

be something a little better than had been taught him by his father. As to the prac-

tical result: A young man of 23, who took hold of it in a bright way, took up the

question of fertilizers. He raised early potatoes, and the whole question with him
was, How can I get my potatoes into market a day or two earlier than my neighbor?

If you can give us a formula that will do that it will be dollars to us. Of course

the only thing to do was to give him principles and tell him how to apply these

principles in the application of the formula. He says to himself, If this professor

is right, I must get a crop if I do thus and so ; hence I will buy the best potato

manure in the market, and I will put it on, making the formula according to theory,

and see where I come out. He did put it on, and told me the other day in great glee

that he thought there really was something in it. He took the principles of scieuce

and applied them to practice. His neighbors asked him how he knew it. He says

he attended the extension lectures.

The only fear we have is that we shall not be able to meet the demands made upon

us to carry on the work. However, I believe the indirect effect will be of great

value to our institutions in stirring up interest and bringing men to us for the long

course. So far as my experience goes, I consider this one of the most useful lines of

work we have ever taken up in New Jersey.

The Chairman. We will proceed at once to the topic " The Coop-

eration of Stations with Farmers' Organizations in Experiment Work."

Mr. Jenkins. The special resources and equipment of the different institutions

and the character of the education given, as well as the special needs of the great

farming interests in the different States, make it a very dangerous work for anyone

who has spent his whole life in a single State to dogmatize with regard to a ques-

tion like this, and I shall offer only one or two brief notes.

Of course a plan which may be useful in Connecticut might not be useful in

Texas, and a method which will work in New York may not work in Colorado.

The conditions under Avhich we work in different States are very dissimilar. This

results in decided embarrassment in discussing questions like this.
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It is the makeshift work of agricultural stations which takes tin- soonest, irhieh

most interest and is most appreciated it first bj the farming population
in my ooantry, ami I presume the same is true throughout tin* whole oouutry. i lie

examination <>t* fertilisers, the testing of seeds sad toils, the snalysisof milk ail

that sort of w oik. wlii- h ifl \ civ useful in its WSJ, but still I < all it makeshift woi k.

But it i> more diffloult t>> get sympathy ami sppreoiation ami Interest in more
strictly scientific work, whioh is in tin- end more practical tin- Investigation of the

- principles which underlie our agriculture. let the station is. it seems to me,

under an obligation t«> undertake ami oarrj on, to some extent, ami an Increasing

t. work of this kiud, which docs not to readily meet with sppreoiation from

formers; ami if it is t<» b isful station, it miiM educate its constituency op
t.- work of that kind. When an opportunity offers for cooperation with any farm-

etyors grange, it should be heartily welcomed by the experiment
•a. as affordiug an opportunity to enlist tin- sympathy ami Interest of the

farmers ami extend the sphere of influence of the institution, also to accomplish, if

lome work which shall bo of scientific value and which will standi Hut

itation should not undertake a lino of work at the invitation of any farmers1

organisation which it is not aide to cany through satisfactorily and completely.

There is always tendency to multiply the lines of our work and divide our forces

and to w.-akcn OUTSell OS by BO dividing. We arc apt to be always in a hnst le, w hen

a long 1» 11 1 1 and a strong pull at some one thing would accomplish more in the end.

if a line of work suggested is such that a station can not undertake it, it

OOght frankly to aay BO. Assuming, however, that a station has the time and

ind the personnel to carry through a work, I should say. by all means
undertake it: undertake it at some risk ami great inconvenience, if necessary:

undertake it for the sake of presenting an object lesson of what a thoroughgoing

scientific piece of work should be, and enlist the sympathy ami attention of the

forming community. There are none of us, I think, who will not acknowledge
that we are in need of bringing the station into closer sympathy with the forming

tnency. I should he willing to sacrifice work I had planned or even begun if

it were necessary in order cordially to accept any offer of cooperation with a farni-

m in carrying on one of these; experiments.

I have one word more to >ay about a danger I have met with in my experience in

andei I i k of this kind. There is alw;i\ s tin- danger of sacrificing accuracy
to the prejudice who are associated in the work, ami to save those who are

working in it from inconvenience and extra trouble. A farmer or an association

I
i ml at the disposition of the station, or offers men, or tools, or money, without

full appreciation of the pains and labor involved in carrying through experiments

thoroughly, as they ought to be carried through. We all know that an experiment

lly calls for a good deal larger outlay Of time, money, and pains than we antici-

pated at first, and there is always this danger of sacrificing something of accuracy

to those who are cooperating in the experiment. It is a mist., cially

essential in sm b >rk which Is carried on with formers1 organisations

should be a model of < i. It should be an o >n to the farms

aceurs ey in the interpretation obtained. We
had a litth •• in our stal ion in work 1 I con-

sider it the ot iflo

value, but tnenl rail iii.it has bei d of

i the ral i>rk to the

: of any t Ight I

Btitut. I of the 8 ipei inieiit

•u.

Mr. Emery. This fch me. In 1889

was quite

ent p pub-

lished iu a bull
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tests of leading crops, cotton and corn being the chief ones. The second series was
very much reduced in numbers, seven stations being carried forward in different

sections of the State—in the east-central portion, the Piedmont section, and in the

mountains. These stations were conducted hy men of intelligence, who took great

pains Avith the work. They spent a great deal of time, and for the season of 1891

we paid them $20 for their time and the use of the land, they of course keeping the

crop. We recognized the necessity for moving these stations round and not keeping

them in the same section if we would carry them forward for any considerable time.

Men conducting experiments of this hind get tired after a while and the interest

docs not continue so much as during the first season. The first season there was
quite a considerable interest manifested by the people in the neighborhood, but

they rather tired of it. The difficulty of securing in their places trustworthy assist-

ance without the close supervision which it needed caused us to give up the work.

It requires a great deal of painstaking care, and with the distances we have and the

expense of traveling we did not feel that we got results of sufficient value to war-

rant us in carrying on the work. As I said to the section this afternoon, we
attempted then to meet the farmers' alliances. We got into correspondence with a

considerable number of the alliances and an agricultural committee was appointed

to receive our circulars and to delegate one of their members or some member of the

alliance to conduct experiments. In this way we got a considerable number of

experiments on new crops and soil tests started in different parts of the State.

Some we carried through were quite successful, though the percentage we received

reports from was so small we did not consider the results worth publishing. The
interest of the alliances dwindled out apparently as their interest in politics devel-

oped. Perhaps if we had been in a position to visit these alliances occasionally

during the season we might have held their interest, but that was impossible.

Later we have distributed seeds of desirable varieties of plants and have followed

these up at the end of the season with a series of questions in circular form, and by

that means we have got a considerable number of favorable replies as to the growth

of crimson clover. We have no doubt that we shall get a considerable number of

farmers to growing crimson clover as a result of that, but so far as substation work

is concerned we do not think the results obtained are worth the time that has been

expended on them, though as a matter of education it is probable that enough has

been done on the whole to warrant the work having been undertaken and carried

forward.

Mr. Mills spoke of very successful cooperation with farmers iu the

Province of Ontario. His experimenters were largely ex-pupils of the

Ontario College.

The Section on Agriculture and Chemistry here took the floor with

a discussion on tuberculosis.

Ou motion it was resolved to strictly enforce the five-minute rule, and

to recognize no speaker a second time until all who desired had spoken.

Mr. Henry. In order that we may understand each other upon a

subject which is crowding upon some of us and in which all are inter-

ested, I would like to get a few statistical data. I would ask all colleges

and stations represented here how many stations have directly used

the tuberculin test? Seventeen responded.

Now, how many have used it on the station herd and found the herd

infected? Twelve.

How many have used it on the station herd and found no infection

in the nerd? One responded (Storrs College).



How many cattle were tested 1 Mr. Koons was not able to

herd consisted of 20, and tin* veterinarian made tests on i h» »-«•

>ected.

Mr. Bknby. We have bad an idea that this tbing is pretty general

already. Arc there any other questions we Bhould ask I

Mr. A.LVORD. In how many oases have animals been tested ;i first

time and have responded on a second tesl I Five,

In how many cases was the second te^t verified by post mortem 1

Four.

The Ob libm \n. Will the five gentlemen who report above state how

long a time intervened between the tests!

Mr. Hakims. Six months.

Mr. Hi \ i . About two years.

Mr. M >
> BBS. About two months.

Mr. Mills. About ;i month and a half.

Mr. Benbt. In how many cases have stations taken charge of, or

ted with, other people's holds.' Ten.

Mr. Plumb. Sow many persons here have injected cows and received

no res
j
el the cows were afterwards found to lie diseased .' Three.

Mi. Hills, in something like 1,200 eases, had tbnnd 2 cases where

tuberculin did not react.

Mr. Abmsby. How many who have had experience with tuberculin

have observed injurious effects of any sort upon animals not reacting

to the t.

Mr. Plumb. We had a case of abortion, but it was not certainly from

this cause. It occurred two or three months afterwards.

Mr. Bills. Out of J,,200 cases there was l case of erysipelas, start.

inu at the point of injection.

Mr. EMERY. In North Carolina we had one animal whicll respoi

subtly, but it was a cow which a month or two afterwards died

from abortion, and upon examination we tbnnd the lungs very badly

affected with foreign matter. We doubted verymuch whether the ani

mal had tuberculosis, though oneor two of the examiners thought it

had. I believe there was no tuberculosis in the animal.

Mr. Mvebs. I would like to ask whether any animals were allowed

to live, when found infected, ami were afterwards fooud to be
|

. Bills. Oar veterinarian had an opportunity sherd of

the Pratt Institute. ;it Brooklyn, and through the courtesj of Mr. Pratt

three manifestly tuberculous cows were isolated. One has been inje<

eight or nine times at intervals, and seems to begetting better. Tin'

others have been killed, after injection two or tin.
i

Mr. A:. I ih to add to what Mr. Hills has said that I am told

inarian that he that

: culin has some effect in i uberculof

Mr. Bats, in hi cattle. Some

a low. some ;i high n and
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at different seasons. Are there any other stations keeping animals

under such conditions?

Mr. Henry. In how many cases have tubercle germs been found in

the milk of animals infected? Three.

How many have made tests along this line and failed to find them
where the milk was from cows that had the disease? None.

At the Wisconsin station a cow had one-quarter of the udder greatly

enlarged, and in the last stages of her sickness from consumption her

milk from that quarter became like whey. We had it injected into a

rabbit, which died in fifty-five days with its lungs gone entirely. The
milk was fed to five calves which were killed five months after using

this milk, and we found a few tubercles along the alimentary tract. Of
course this is in the direction of the danger to humans in using this

milk.

Mr. Beckwith. We have tested milk at our station and found bacilli

frequently.

Mr. Miller. I was going to substantiate what Mr. Henry has said,

by a case I know of in my vicinity. A cow had a bad case of tubercu-

losis, and the veterinarian having charge of her made a test with a pig

which he fed for three weeks or a month on her milk. The pig being

then evidently affected, he killed it and found it badly diseased. I had

a steer about a year ago which was drooping, but did not have a test

made, as it was evident he was affected, and was found to be so when
killed. About a month after the steer was killed some hogs which had

followed him in the field were badly affected, and eleven were found

more or less diseased. I cremated the whole lot, but was interested to

find that after keeping hogs away for about two months in midwinter

and thoroughly disinfecting about the spot, a subsequent lot were not

affected at all. The examinations were made by a veterinary surgeon.

Mr. Power. Among the animals affected or killed, how many were

high bred and how many commoner grades?

Mr. Harris. According to our experience tuberculosis is no respecter

of persons as to breeds or families of animals.

Mr. Plumb. I would like to ask how many stations here represented

have had their veterinarians make inspection of slaughterhouses in

their immediate vicinity? Two.

Mr. Henry. In how many States are there laws now relative to

tuberculosis? Five.

How many States are contemplating legislation in this direction?

Thirteen.

Mr. Armsby. In how many States having laws on this subject is

provision made for compensating owners of animals killed? Four.

Mr. Flagg. In Ehode Island the State Board of Agriculture has

had an appropriation of $15,000 which has been mainly used for work
with tuberculosis. Perhaps more than $10,000 has been used for that

purpose. We have a cattle inspector in each county, an appraiser at



e, and a veterinarian, rf the auimal is condemned and found tuber-

culous, one-half the appraisement i- paid t<> the on ner; ii found sound

after being killed the fall appraisement is paid. A limit is fixed oi

for (Trade animal and $100 for a pure bred.

Mr. Voorhees. We have a dairy commission in our State, and the

control is in the hands of the State Board <>f A.gi [culture. Thej . Imw

ever, can not examine any animal except upon request of the owner or

the State Dairy Commission. This commission, however, has power to

make its own rules, and they are the law. and it can pay for an animal

its judgment, not to exceed I a registered animal.

Mr. Akmshy. We practically have in our state a Bystem of exami-

nation and payment for animals, although it is not directed at tuber-

culosis. It relates generally to the health of animals. The maximum
price paid is $20, There is in contemplation this winter legislative

action upon the subject of tuberculosis, and while it dues not emanate

from the station, doubtless the station will have a hand in it.

Mr. Johnson, lias any conclusion been reached as to locality ? 1 >oes

a low or a high altitude have any effect upon the disc i fai as I

am able to say. 1 do not now know of the disease existing in Wyoming
olorado.

Mr. Hills. In the course of preparing our bulletin I corresponded

with every veterinarian in the country. Those from the high plateaus

of Wyoming and ( Colorado disclaimed the presence of the disease there.

Mr. I lylnly. 1 should like to hear something more about this Impor-

tant matter of paying for tuberculous stock. It appears from what

gentlemen here have said that the disease is quite prevalent, affects all

3 of cows in this country, and has reached all parts of it. If this

be true I do not think it is right to begin paying for worthless Btook.

It a man has animals of this sort they are more dangerous to him and

liis family than to anybody else. ] think if legislation i- to tx

naively started this winter it ought to be on right lines. I do not

think it good policy t<> pay for this Btock.

Mr. Mills. It appears to me it would be entirely unjust t<> slaughter

a man's stock, if it is proved tfa litly infa

unless you are prepared to say. in the first place, that the bacilli have

found in the milk of animals only Blightly affected. I- there any

ace of milk from Buch an animal furnishing tuberculous bacilli 1

In the second place, will an animal slightly affected in that

the i

hav< Dswered tUon condemning a man's

s and then refusing to pay for it.

Mi

.

> this question. W<
i fair

way : there Is n<. :
it. People are not

going to die ;u: thaO they ha

found that t some tuberculous cattle, and it behooves tin

Soeiation, in my jud_
I
how it I !d oi
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this matter. There is an association of veterinarians in this country,

and politicians and others who would gladly avail themselves of any

excitement that might be raised by scientific investigations, so let us

be extremely careful what we say and do upon this matter.

Mr. Dabney. With regard to this whole matter, we are simply to get

at the facts, and the question I raised was for information only. It will

be our business to furnish the legislatures with facts upon which to leg-

islate. I want to say one more thing about paying for stock. Should

we not shape our legislation so as to aid the hygiene of our cows'? I

think if we go on paying for tuberculous stock it will not promote the

hygiene of the stock, to say nothing of the morals of the community.

Stock will be kept just as it is now. On the other hand, if a man loses

the value of his stock he will be moved to take better care of it. We
know that in tuberculosis it is almost wholly a matter of hygiene. If

we encourage hygiene among our dairy herds we shall stamp the dis-

ease out in time. I might suggest here that peox>le will import tuber-

culous stock into States where they will be paid for it, or even, as they

did with pleuropneumonia in certain States, infect them.

Mr. Voorhees. In reference to the attitude of the stations toward

the tuberculosis question, in aiding or directing legislation, I would

state that in New Jersey we were forced into it by an unfortunate acci-

dent, perhaps, but inasmuch as we are in, we have taken it up with the

idea of guiding legislation with reference to the extent of the disease

and the reliability of the tuberculin test, whether animals that are dis-

eased in a slight degree are liable to communicate the disease. We
have but a small appropriation, and we have laid down the following

plan, which is now being carried out: We have employed a biologist

and a veterinarian. Every animal is examined by both the veterinarian

and the biologist with the tuberculin test. Animals that are mani-

festly badly diseased are destroyed. Those not badly diseased are

isolated and treated further, and those animals which we have killed

in herds throughout the State we have not paid for because we have

found that wherever farmers have diseased animals, so diseased as to

show it, they are glad enough to let the pay go provided we say noth-

ing about it. I think that by working along these lines we shall get

as much valuable information as if we make a spread about it. In the

work we are doing we have divided the State into three districts.

One, where the hygienic conditions are manifestly bad, and we are tak-

ing the statistics of animals under these conditions. Then, animals

that are high bred but are kept under conditions of food and manage-
ment not supposed to be the best. The third and last, those which are

under as good conditions as possibly could be, in reference to food and
management and hygiene, and we test herds in that section and get

statistics. In every case when an animal is killed we keep full records of

temperature and the veterinarian's diagnosis before and after the animal

is killed, and we have samples, not only of portions of the infected ani-



mal, 1 »u t samples of Uie milk subjected to bacteriological tests, bo that

when the legislature meets this year we Bball be able to present some
- which shall guide the State in making laws for the coming year.

Bom< irious results have been obtained, especially in reference

to the tuberculin test. They may, however, not be verified, it seems

to me that the station should take just this attitude at the present

time; we should recognise the fact thai the disease is one which should

terminated, it' possible; that we do not know everything in refer

enee to the best way to exterminate it. ami that we should proceed on

lines which are scientific and will be helpful.

Mr. 11 r.\i;\ . The consumer of milk is, after all, the person most inter-

I in this problem. When we issue these startling bulletins we are

inflaming the people, and I early recognized that something must be

done in the line of giving relief while we were fighting disease. We
are working on the line of pasteurization in Wisconsin. We shall give

lectures on pasteurization, and have one instructor this winter who

teaches it. We are ready to send out young men to factories and

places where milk is supplied. I want to say to yon who are working

in dairy schools, work fast The pasteurization of milk is simple, but

it takes a trained man to do it. We are supplying pasteurized cream

to our citizens, ami are delivering milk to families whose children need

it. At present we only supply milk to families who bring a physician's

certificate, charging in cents per quart. Our dairy schools onght to

take hold of it this winter and give courses in pasteurization. The

people want it. Do not let us scare the people and then give them no

comfort. I<<M US tell them that when milk is heated to a certain d<

perfectly safe aud free from this dread disease. It LB not scalded

milk, but pasteurized milk.

Mr. Roberts. Do you consider milk that has been pasteurized safe

milk alwaysl Sour method is -<»nd as for as it goes, but it <\<'c> not

: enough. Pasteurized milk is no more tit to drink than tubercu-

lous beei that ha- been conked. They are both dangerous. It seems

to me this recommending half measures Is not what this Association

wants to do. The only way I
and milk is from a sound animal.

Mr. II a 1
! s. Bow long do you propose to continue the -ale of pasteur-

ized mi' .

Mi. Bknbt. !'•• station measure, we -hall discontinue it at any

time imething bel

Mi-, ll.v s. 1 >" dealers enter into «•<, npetition with you in the sale ot

ii ized milk !

Mr. Henry. W< ar< urging 1 hem to do

Mr. Hats. What guarautj have yon that the; will be prop-

erly folio 1

Mi

.

\\e have i

Mr. a li • i. :. i id from Ipoinj of tie ore*

nan, whom yon gentlemen muni meet, and in goodlj nnm
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if you start a crusade in this country against tuberculosis based solely

upon the tuberculin test. For seven years there have been very few

days when I have not been so unfortunate as to have tuberculous cows

under my observation. I have watched them, not from the standpoint

of the veterinarian nor of the bacteriologist, and not much from the

point of view of scientific observation, except in so far as close observa-

tion of any kind, with common-sense deductions therefrom, are entitled

to come under that head; but I have watched them as an interested

party, as touching my pocket. . There are a good many things in this

matter of tuberculosis that the breeder and dairyman must yet be con-

vinced of before he will be satisfied to be raided on by the scientific

men. I will not go into detail, but take the matter of heredity. I

have been reading, observing, and studying and informing myself, as

an owner of stock subject to this disease, as to all the facts about it.

I am not convinced yet, by the evidence presented, that good, healthy

animals, free from the disease, that will stand the tuberculin test, if

you please, can not be bred from parents one or both of which have

been tuberculous. I believe this is as true in the bovine as in the

human race. I have not yet been satisfied that animals treated under

the best hygienic conditions will easily communicate the disease when
they are not themselves in an advanced stage of it. I have not yet been

convinced that the milk the community is using to-day generally is any

more dangerous than that which generations before us have used. I

do believe that there are places in the country where there are greater

percentages of unhealthy milk. I am not yet convinced that milk from

tuberculous animals, that give no other evidence of their being infected

than the tuberculin test, is dangerous to man or beast, be the animal

young or old. In this line I have carefully watched the use of milk,

which I was not willing to have come into my house, in the feeding of

pigs, calves, and lambs, all of which have been slaughtered and exam-

ined as a butcher would examine them, not as a veterinarian or micros-

copist would. I want to say as a breeder that if there is any such

thing as defending one's rights of property in this country, you have

got to go further with your evidence than you have yet to take my
stock and slaughter it, when the animals are performing all the func-

tions we demand of healthy stock and show to the closest scrutiny of

superficial observation that they are not diseased animals. Suppose

that I have a cow that is a good feeder, a good breeder, a fine dairy

animal, or in any other particular is a profitable animal in my estima-

tion; I say that that cow is healthy if she performs all these functions,

notwithstanding the fact that she may respond to the tuberculin test.

Animals have been slaughtered as a result of this test which I do not

believe can properly be called diseased animals. I believe, with the

gentleman from Canada, that the owner of stock must be carefully pro-

tected.



. Murkland spoke of r suggcsti >u quoted with favor In :i reporl of

the Department of Agriculture i i the effect that where the tuberculin

bad been used with marked reaction} but where there is no other

indication of disease, the animal need not be immediate!) alaughl

but kept and prepared for beef. Be thought this a suggestion worth

udering.

On motion the session adjourned at i<».<>7 p. m.

Morning Session, Thursday, November L5, L894.

The Association was called to order by ( 'hairman Morrow at 9.30 :i. in.

The secretary read a letter from the National statistical Association,

inviting the members of the Association to join with that organization

and unite in their national work. On motion of Mr. Armshy the

Btary Wa8 instructed to convey the thanks of the Association to

the National Statistical Association and invite its members to attend

the meetings of the Association.

The secretary read the following telegram which, in accordance with

the instructions of the Association, he had sent to Gen. 8. I>. bee:

President ELD.Lkb: The Association of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment
Stations in session piikIs greetings to its absent president and sympathy on account

of tl.' his absence.
M. A. S. <>\ i I [ . So /< lar;/.

Mr. Alvord presented the following resolution from the executive

committee, with recommendation that it be adopted:

'red. That the executive committee he authorized to sail upon every Institu-

tion eligible to membership in this Association for a contribution of plO to defray

pessary expenses for the next year, the same to be payable as soon as practi-

cable after the 1st of January, 1895.

Adopted.

Ktsofred, Thai I itive committee be authorized to edit and procure the pub-

n of the proceedings of this convention in cooperation with the United E

rtment of Agricult

Adopted.

Mr. Gk>odel] offered the following:

Wlj. ,ii h;ts beard with
|

the address of the I

iallv bis I

to in< : sase 1 ting n< w
and believing that this will conduce to that

eooperation which h sd, and to I

ts which tlio authors of the Hat mnection o

.t tii is ass

oorplish t -«• he has in view, ami to Inelodc it in

•'SB.

On mot

.

;«> the < conunil
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Mr. Buckham, from tlie committee appointed to take into consider-

ation the personal statement made by the chairman of the executive

committee, reported as follows

:

Whereas President Henry E. Alvord has served with signal ability and fidelity as

chairman of the executive committee of this Association of American Agricultural

Colleges and Experiment Stations since the organization of this body; and
Whereas this Association learns with much regret that President Alvord will no

longer consent to serve in this capacity, for which he is so eminently fitted: There-

fore, be it

Resolved, That this Association, in general session assembled, hereby desires to

express its grateful and hearty appreciation of the valuable services rendered to this

Association by President Alvord, and directs that this resolution be spread upon the

minutes of the Association and published in its proceedings.

At the suggestion of the chairman this resolution was unanimously

adopted by a rising vote.

Mr. Holladay moved the appointment of a committee to draft reso-

lutions of thanks for the various courtesies which the Association had

received in Washington, the committee to report at the general session

at night, November 15.

Adopted.

The chair subsequently appointed Messrs. Holladay and Emigh such

committee.

Mr. Hays addressed the convention on the subject of a card index to

agricultural literature relating to field crops and field management,

live stock, and dairying. He and some voluntary associates, with the

help of students, had made some 5,000 or 6,000 catalogue cards, arranged

and catalogued under the system or key furnished by the Office of

Experiment Stations, with additions along certain lines. He thought

one or two thousand dollars would bring this work up to date, cata-

loguing such works as the Association would be especially interested in.

The Chairman. No formal recommendation has been made; you have

the matter before you.

Mr. Alvord. I am instructed by the committee on order of business

to give an opportunity at this time for delegates to make motions test-

ing the sense of this meeting as to time and place of the next annual

convention.

Mr. Johnson. I call up the resolution I have already offered to

select Denver, Colo., as the next place of meeting, and suggest August
15 to October 1 as the most suitable time.

Mr. Clute extended a cordial invitation to the convention to meet in

Florida, suggesting a winter meeting as the most interesting and agree-

ble for Florida.

Mr. Johnson desired to divide his motion, the first half to relate to

the place of meeting, the second to the time.

Mr. Emigh earnestly seconded Mr. Johnson's invitation to Denver,

reminding the convention that it was invited not by the city alone, but

by the whole State.
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Mr. Roberts extended an invitation to the oonventiou to meet at

Ithaca, N. V., and Mr. Flays repeated his invitation to Minneapolis.

On motion the roll of delegates was called, eacb delegate stating Uis

prefer i Liis uame was called. The vote resu

Florida, 11: Ethaoa, 3; Columbus, 0.5; California, l.

The chair declared that the Bentiment of the convention favored

Denver, Colo., as the next place of meeting.

The time of holding the next convention was then discussed. Mr.

Raub announced thai the National Educational Association would

probably meet, a^ usual, the third week in duly, at Denver, and <»n

motion of Mr. Scott it was declared, by a vote of 30 to I. that the sen-

timent of the Association \\;i< to bold its convention the week preced-

ing thai of the National Educational Association.

The Chairman. The executive committee will take note of this

expression of opinion in favor of holding the meeting one week before

the meeting of the National Educational Association. Arc any of the

3 iow ready to report upon their officers 1

Mi. Washburn, for the Section on Mechanic Arts, reported the names

Of Mr. Patterson, Of Kentucky, for president, and Mr. Anderson, of

Kentucky, for secretary. < >n motion these Dominationa wereconfirmed.

Mr. Voorhees, tor the Section on Agriculture and < 'hemist ry, reported

the names of B. B. Voorhees for president, A. E2. Blount, vice president,

and O. C. Georgeson, of Kansas, secretary. On motion these nomina-

tions were confirmed.

Mr. Myers offered the followiug resolution, which was referred to the

executive committee and immediately referred hack to the convention

tor action:

Whereas olose relations «-\isi between tin- agricultural colleges and experiment
• the Unit md those of the I »«,ui i 1 1 i < »n of Canada: Therefore !>• it

on extends a mosl con tint invitation to nil of theagrt-

eoltnt it Btations of tin- Dominion of Canada and

bo the meetings of onr Association
j
and ire hereby

extend to the tame the full privileges of the association permissible under on

•titntion.

Adopted.

Mr. Mills expressed the thanks of the Dominion experiment stations,

Mr. Plumb reported the following nomination- for officers of the

tion on College Work: Mr. B >f Mam.', president; Mr. Council,

of Texas, vice-president; Mr. Wing, of Ne* k'ork, uy.

I i motion these mflrmed.

Mr. Harris, of tin- com aittee to aominafc ociation,

presented tin- toll. .v.

•
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For Secretary and Treasurer—J. H. Washburn, of Rhode Island.

For Executive Committee—H. II. Goodell, of Massachusetts ; H. C. White, of Georgia;

M. A. Scovell, of Kentucky; H. P. Armsby, of Pennsylvania, and the ex officio mem-
bers provided for by the constitution, S. D. Lee, of Mississippi, the retiring presi-

dent; H. E. Alvord, of Oklahoma, the incoming president; and J. H. Washburn, of

Rhode Island, the incoming secretary and treasurer.

Respectfully submitted.
A. W. Harris,

A. A. Johnson,
W. L. Broun,
W. A. Henry,
C. W. Garfield,

C. F. Vanderford,
A. C. True,

Committee.
Washington, D. C , November 14, 1SD4.

On motion the report Avas adopted and the officers named declared

duly elected.

Mr. Test presented, for the Section on Entomology, the names of C.

P. Gillette, of Iowa, for chairman, and J. M. Aldrich, of Idaho, for

secretary, which, upon motion, were confirmed.

Mr. Craighead presented the following resolution:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that the executive committee

continue its efforts to secure an appropriation for the purpose of furnishing, under

proper restrictions, students in land-grant colleges with uniforms and such other

equipment as may be necessary for their more complete instruction in military

science and tactics.

On motion of Mr. Harris this was referred to the Section on College

Work.
Mr. Silvester, followed later by Mr. Miller, extended a cordial invi-

tation to the delegates to visit the Maryland station and college, at

College Park, Md., 8 miles from Washington.

Mr. Alvord announced that General Breckinridge, having been

ordered away from Washington, would not be able to address the con-

vention.

Mr. Wing moved that a committee of three be appointed to examine

into the proposition offered by Mr. Hays in regard to indexing agricul-

tural literature, and to secure, if possible, the cooperation of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Mr. Hays to be chairman of the committee, which

was to report at the next meeting.

Adopted.

The chair appointed Messrs. Hays, Wing, and Plumb such committee.

Mr. Harris. By an error the committee on nominations overlooked

the office of bibliographer. The committee recommends that the pres-

ent incumbent, Mr. S. W. Johnson, of Connecticut, be reelected.

Adopted.

Mr. Scott offered the following resolution, which was seconded and
referred to the executive committee

:

Whereas this Association, sensible of the value of the present and possible func-

tions of the Office of Experiment Stations in bringing the various stations into close



relations with t In* Government of the United States, and In serving as general

clearing bouse foi investigators aud thos< the results of their investigatiuus:

Therefore be it

\lved, Thai the exeoutive committee be instruoted to oommunicate to the

honorable Secretary of Agriculture the judgment of this Association thai n similar

ehannel o( oommiinioatiou between the agricultural colleges and the Qovernnu ul i^

desirable, and t>» assure him of the readiness of the executive committee i<> ooopi 1

ate, should it be desired, in perfecting s plan which may serve this purpose, either

through the enlargement of the scope <>f the work of the Office of Experiment Bta

I inns or hy sm h other means as may be judged w 180.

l>r. Charles W, Dabney,jr., Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, was

iutroduced aud spoke as follows:

Tin: SCIENTIFIC WORE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF A.GBI4 I in RE.

Mu. Presiden v and Gentlemen of the Associa iion: [thank you very much for

yonr kind invitation to meet you at this time, although I understand thoroughly

that this invitation is more to the Department of Agriculture than to myself. It

was my honor to receive from the honorable Secretary of Agriculture, <>n the firs!

day I entered upon my duties at the Department, a commission to take general

direction of some of the more purely scientific divisions of that Department; so I

am permitted at this time to speak to you about that pari 6f our work. Since you

are the appointed representatives of agricultural science in America, it is very

appropriate, I hope, for me to tell yon something about the scientific work the

Department of Agriculture is doing.

I address this morning tho representatives of the agricultural colleges and experi-

ment stations organised under a system of Federal laws for tho Investigation of

- applied to agriculture, and I feel, therefore, that the best way I can use

the few moments allotted me is in telling you ahout some, of the new things now
done for the advancement of the sciences to which you an- devoted. You are

all. I am happy to believe, already pretty familiar with the ordinary work of the

Department of Agriculture. I shall not, therefore, talk about the old lines on which

we have published bulletins and reports, hut will confine m\ Belf to certain new suh-

ohiefly for the purpose of exciting your interest and Inviting your cooperation

in working them out.

In pursuance of the resolution passed l»y you at tho convention in ( ihicago, recom-

mending that the Secretary of Agriculture he authorized by law to exercise super-

vision over the expenses of the stations, Congress has incorporated in the agricultural

appropriation hill for 1895 the following words:

••And the Secretary of Agriculture -hall prescribe the form of the annual financial

ent required by section three of the said act of March second, eighteen hun-

dred and eighty-seven; -hall ascertain whether the expenditure! under the appro-

priation hereby made are in accordance with the provisions of the said act, aud

shall make repoi t tie

Tin- kws regulating <»ur relations. Sin

at your requeet and with the approval of the Secretary we bavi

• harmony in earr> in^ it out.

In <.rder that I ght have the fullest opportunity toord< r their expend-

with the plan of the Department •• financial

ts, to he made first at the endof thi sd and sent

m soon after the appropriation bill withpre-

anthoritj

eenri formation in or< ami-

nation and visitation,, whioh you 1
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be sure to increase the efficiency of both the stations and the office of the stations

in the Department. I think, therefore, that we are to be congratulated upon this

change, which brings us into still closer union, and that we may look forward to

mutually profitable relations and more cooperative work in the future.

But I promised you to say a few words about some of the new lines of work which

the Department has taken up. One of the Western newspapers made a remarkable

announcement last March, to the effect that the Department of Agriculture had just

"elected a professor of astrology." We have long known that the moon was sup-

posed to have a great influence on some departments of agriculture, but we had

never heard it suggested before that the stars had anything to do with crops. It

did not take us long, however, to find out that the usually infallible editor referred

to our new officer, the " agrostologist "—a title that the country newspapers have

been struggling with ever since.

The Department of Agriculture has always recognized the importance of the inves-

tigation of our forage resources, and through its Division of Botany it has made
many valuable contributions to our knowledge of them. In view of the growing

importance of grasses and forage plants at the present time, when the methods and

objects of farming in many sections of our country are undergoing a radical change,

the honorable Secretary of Agriculture recently decided that this subject required

more attention than the Department was able to give it with the present force of

the Division of Botany. He therefore employed a special agent to prosecute inves-

tigations upon grasses and forage plants.

No country in the world possesses such vast forage resources as ours, and in none

are the plants which compose that forage more various. Our botanist informs us

that there are over 3,500 different kinds of grasses in the world, of which over 700 are

known to grow within our territory. There are, besides, many useful forage plants

—

not grasses—such as the clovers and alfalfa. The annual hay crop of the country

has an estimated value of $600,000,000 and more than 14,000,000 head of cattle are

supported upon our grazing lands. The maintenance and improvement of these

resources is a matter of importance to every citizen of the United States, and of

direct and vital interest to every American family. Upon it depend the vast meat

and dairy interests, and to a great extent the more important methods of maintain-

ing the fertility of our agricultural lands.

In our great territory, including lands of many different elevations and climates,

much exploratory work yet remains to be done upon our native grasses, and by con-

tinued examinations it can not be doubted that useful species new to agriculture will

from time to time be found. In the arid regions of the West and Southwest are

nutritious grasses and other native forage plants whose introduction into culture, if

carefully undertaken, could not fail to greatly benefit these sections. The importa-

tion of the native or improved forage plants of other countries has in some cases

resulted in much benefit to our agriculture, and doubtless many other plants can be

found and tested with regard to their adaptability to our climate and soils. The
study of grasses for special purposes, as for example, for binding the drifting sands

along our ocean and lake shores; for holding the embankments of our great rivers,

which frequently overflow and sweep away farms, wThile they cover others with

destructive d6bris, materially broadens the interest in grasses and makes this work
of practical importance to many other classes of citizens.

Considerations like these have induced the Secretary of Agriculture to recommend
to Congress the establishment of a separate Division of Agrostology for investigat-

ing glasses and forage plants, with special reference to their use in those sections of

our country where they are at present little known. The establishment of such a

division would demonstrate to the citizens of this and other countries that our
National Government fully recognizes the primary importance of the grasses in the
rural economy of the nation. It will be the function of the new division to instruct

our people in the habits and uses of these plants; to examine their natural history

and adaptability to our different soils and conditions; to import, test, and introduce

L
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small amount of moisture. This dry condition gives them their peculiar value for

forcing vegetation to an early maturity. The tobacco soils of Pennsylvania owe
their peculiar value to their close texture and to the fact that they maintain an

abundance of moisture for the crop. This produces a large, heavy type of wrapper

which competes with the Cuban tobacco The tobacco of the Connecticut Valley,

on the other hand, is grown on a very light textured, sandy loam, and the soil being

much drier the crop is much lighter in color and liner in texture. It competes with

the Sumatra wrapper.

The work of this new division is to be confined to the study, principally, of the

texture of the soils adapted to these different interests. It will be one of the pur-

poses of this division to develop the methods of these investigations and to encour-

age an extensive study of the soils of the country by State stations and colleges.

There is a pioneer work to be done here which you can scarcely be expected to do.

This work is based upon geological formations which may cover a number of States

and may bo found in widely separated parts of the country. Samples from the

same formation or the same class of agricultural soils must be collected from all

over the country and carefully examined and compared. In many cases it will

doubtless be necessary to get samples of soils from foreign countries for the purpose

of comparing them with our own.

Congress has also been asked to provide, in connection with our Chemical Divi-

sion, for the investigation of the chemical characteristics of the various typical

soils of the United States, especially in relation to the nature of the nitrifying

organisms contained therein and the best condition for the growth of the same.

This work has already been begun and promises to be most interesting.

I am in danger, however, of using too much of your time, and must hasten to a

conclusion. You will be interested to know that the Department of Agriculture,

which is, in part, a great experiment station itself, is pushing its scientific work
ahead of everything else. We have made a little table showing the actual expendi-

tures of the Department during the years 1892, 1893, and 1894 for all of its different

purposes, and have classified these expenditures so as to throw all money used in

the strictly sci entitle work in one column and all that expended for administrative

purposes, for publishing and distributing documents, for distributing seeds, for

purely business or strictly educational work, in another column. I will not burden

your proceedings with this table, but merely give you the results.

The Department of Agriculture expended for the fiscal year 1892 $2,271,312.72, and

46.2 per cent of that sum was expended in scientific research. For the fiscal year

1893 the expenditures were $2,354,809.56, and out of it 45.6 per cent was expended in

the application of science to agriculture. For the year ending June 30, 1894, out of

a total expenditure of $1,990,530.70, the Department applied 51.8 to scientific work
and investigation. While economy has been practiced in the administration of the

Department, this economy has not impaired its scientific work. Comparing the

expenditures for the fiscal years 1893 and 1894, respectively, I note that the total

expenditures for 1894 are, roughly, $364,000 less than the total for 1893; but the per

cent of the total amount paid out for scientific work, as distinguished from the

administrative and general business, is 5.6 per cent more, in proportion to the total

expenditures during the year 1894, than it was in 1892, and 6.2 per cent more than

it was in 1893. It was during this same time that we commenced the new work in

agricultural soils, agrostology, and seed investigations, and still further developed

that in weeds and many other older scientific lines.

We feel that this report of our stewardship is due you as scientific men, and it is

not made in a spirit of boasting. It is simply the natural and proper development
of a Department that is, above everything else, a great agency of science. The
Department of Agriculture is an agency for the promotion of economic production

in our country, and, as such, it must use scientific methods and means.

While speaking of the progress of this Department, it is gratifying to learn from
the reports of the colleges and stations, and from the discussions in this meeting.
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Bfr. Atherton. I wish to offer a resolution which was suggested

by the resolution offered by Mr. Scott and the remark made by Mr,

Dabney. lam sorry he has gone, because I want to say in his pres-

ence that while I highly appreciate the benefit that comes from the

cooperation between the Department and the experiment stations, yet

1 believe the resolution offered by Mr. Scott is fundamentally a mis-

take. I shall not discuss it at this time, because thequestion must

come before the convention on the report of the executive committee,

but I offer the following resolution to be referred to the executive com-
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of the institute <1 by it would ly promoted by the establish-

in the Bureau of Education of a division or office similar in function to tho

ions iu the Department of Agriculture; and
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Messrs. Atherton of Pennsylvania, Harris of Maine, Hunt of Ohio,

McBryde of Virginia, Murkland of New Hampshire.

Mr. Alyord. The committee on resolutions has instructed me to

report back, in a modified form, the resolution offered by Mr. Hays on
tuberculosis, as follows:

Resolved, That the Association recognizes the importance of controlling and pre-

venting bovine tuberculosis and that it is the sense of this body that the officers of

the various stations should use all legitimate means to increase and perfect provisions

for further study and experiment in connection with this subject.

Adopted.

Mr. Alvord. The committee also reports back, in a modified form,

the resolution offered by Mr. Goodell regarding seed distribution, as

follows

:

Resolved, That this Association will approve and cordially cooperate in any plan

which may be recommended by the Secretary of Agriculture and legalized by the

Congress for improved methods of testing and introducing in the several States new,

rare, and valuable seeds and plants.

Adopted.

Mr. Tracy. The Section on Botany and Horticulture reports the fol-

lowing nominations: Chairman, Mr. Tracy, of Mississippi; vice-chair-

man, Mr. Crandall, of Colorado; secretary, Mr. Lazenby, of Ohio.

The nominations were confirmed.

Mr. Gorton. Two resolutions (by Mr. Scott and Mr. Atherton),

referred to the Section on College Work, are reported upon as follows

:

Resolved, That this section deems it inadvisable at the present time for the Asso-

ciation to take action on the subject of the two resolutions submitted to the Associa-

tion, respectively by Mr. Scott, of New Jersey, and Mr. Atherton, of Pennsylvania.

Adopted.

Mr. Gorton. The section also submits the following:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that the executive committee con-

tinue their efforts to secure an appropriation for the purpose of furnishing, under

proper restrictions, students in land-grant colleges with uniforms and such other

equipment as may be necessary for more complete instruction in military science and

tactics.

Adopted.

Mr. Gorton. The section further submits the following:

Resolved, That the Section on College Work recommends to the general session that

a committee of five be appointed to confer with the War Department relative to the

military work in land-grant colleges.

Adopted.

Mr. Gorton. The section further submits:

Resolved, That the executive committee be instructed to secure legislation which

shall require one officer of the Army to be detailed to each college receiving the bene-

fits of either of the so-called Morrill acts, which shall require it.
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technical, and there is no reason why it should he obscure or incomprehensihle to

any common mind, and an Agassiz would make it so plain that a 'fool need not err

therein/"

The farmer next takes up the discussion

:

"To answer your question, one may write out a lengthy essay or small volume, or

answer it in a few hrief lines. The latter, I have no doubt, you prefer, and it is the

only one I have the time or ability to use, for I must jot down my ideas as they

happen to ' turn up.' First. To publish such information as may have been obtained

at the station which may be of value to the public. Second. It may he its mission

to obtain information beyond the technical limits of the station. Under my second

clause of the first proposition, much may be said. I should make it very literal,

every statement very clear and concise. Conclusions and summaries find much favor

while the processes through or by which results are obtained are received with

indifference. Let me illustrate this by calling attention to the condensed reports

contained in the Experiment Station Record. And right here a 'culling out' of what-

ever is of special value in that Record to your constituency might make a valuable

bulletin. Again, I would not spend much money once a month in publishing the

fact of which way the wind blew thirty days previous, or once a month stating the

analysis of fertilizers whose commercial value hardly varies in a year. Again, never

use a technical term, or any term that is not, or will not, be understood by the com-

mon farmer. Such terms are probably necessary. An important mission—very, in

my judgment—would be to issue a bulletin periodically that would explain in sim-

plest form, terms used to give results of analysis, such as 'protein/ 'cellulose/ 'crude

cellulose/ 'crude fat/ 'nitrogen/ 'nitrogen-free extract/ and so on through the list,

making a dictionary or text-book explaining these terms, that not one farmer in a

thousand could explain to you or me, although by statements, we 'catch on' to some
conclusions. Here is a mission of education to make your bulletins more valuable.

"Without treating my first further either negatively or otherwise, I refer to my
second proposition. You are supposed to obtain information at your experiment

station from your land, animals, and laboratory. It seems to me that no statute

prohibits you from obtaining facts, information, or conclusions from whatever source

you can obtain them. In my judgment, it may be a legitimate mission of your bul-

letin to have those of inquiry. Let mo suppose you want evidence to form conclu-

sions as to any line of farm industry—cattle, we will suppose. Take the assessor's

report of any given town ; at a moment's glance you will notice those most engaged

in that line. Send your bulletin of inquiry to them. Your question, I think, is very

legitimate, but I fear I have not enlightened you on the subject. The more I think

of it, the mbre its importance appears."

Last of all, the student speaks:

"You ask, Should the bulletins be technical or popular, or both? I think they

should be both. That is, there should be a popular form for farmers, and also a tech-

nical form in order to preserve the scientific work of the station and for limited dis-

tribution. The bulletins should be simple and yet instructive. There should be no

use of technical terms when a plain one will express it much better ; no use of Latin

names to describe ordinary wheat, and a hog should be called a hog rather than by

its Roman synonym. It may be well to use these scientific designations in a scien-

tific report, and yet I.think even in these simple language is preferable if it describes

the subject in hand. To always use the Latin names and scientific phrases even in

scientific works is an affectation and a sort of humbuggery belonging, if you please,

to the mediaeval times, when the monks and the alchemists used to hoodwink the

plain people with phrases which they could not understand. I believe, however, in

scientific statements of facts when we have facts to be recorded, but there should be

no bulletins published, popular or scientific, until we have got something to say.

This publishing a monthly bulletin is a lot of cheap business not worthy of a Massa-

chusetts institution or honest men. T do not think our bulletins need necessarily be

confined to the work which we do, but may embody the results, especially the pop-
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cultural pupils the benefits arising from instruction in mechanical branches. Other

colleges do not offer any mechanical instruction at all, hut depend entirely upon the

college farm to supply the necessary manual labor. It is certainly true that in

many of our colleges manual instruction is regarded as of secondary importance.

Thus it happens that the development of the young agriculturist along manual
lines may have been neglected. The farmer needs all the skill of handiwork that

he can acquire. He needs this work in school just as much if not more than the

student of mechanics. If the farmer boy does not acquire manual skill in college

he will, in most cases, never get it at all, for his lack of time will prevent him from

attaining to any great degree of skill while performing ordinary farm labors. On
the other hand the progressive mechanic from the very nature of his calling is con-

stantly developing his powers of delicacy and skill. We may give the student of

mechanics principles and theories, but he must get his experience out of school.

Education, someone has said, is the development of power in the pupil. This

development may take place in various ways. It may be brought about by experi-

ence as one goes on in life and comes into contact with bright men of the world.

The jyrocess may be hastened, however, by submitting the youth to a systematic and

graded course of study.

One of the greatest needs of the average farmer to-day is this lesson of system.

We know that there is a power in systematized action that can not bo successfully

opposed either by strength or numbers. If our students are to make the best use of

their powers they must early learn the value of system. The college that he attends

must be founded on system. He must be encouraged to carry on his college work in

all lines according to some system. Class instruction must be given in an orderly

and not haphazard manner. The teacher must at all times remember that his man-

ner is influencing the pupils for good or for otherwise. The courses of shop work

must be arranged in a regular step-by-step order, and if the arrangement is so well

chosen that the pupil himself can recognize the sequence of the various operations

as he studies them one by one, he will have a greater respect and confidence in the

work at hand. He knows that he is moving forward and that the last step is more

difficult than the one just before it.

On the college farm every hoe, shovel, rake, plow, chain, or tool of any kind must

have its definitely assigned keeping place under cover, and when not in use should be

found in its place. In the carpenter shop, the tools that the student uses commonly

at the bench should be kept in a drawer, rack, closet, or other convenient space at

the bench. Special tools should be kept in a tool room and may be borrowed by the

students as occasion requires. If a tool is missing let the student who is respon-

sible for it do nothing else until it has been recovered. Each tool should be sharp-

ened as it becomes dulled. It is very bad practice to use all of the tools one after

another till all become dulled or out of order.

The teacher has a grave responsibility in directing the pupil in his first efforts.

With many the first few days means either success and a fondness for subsequent

work, or failure and a general dislike for school work ever after. If a boy in learn-

ing the carpenter's trade is allowed to work at a bench that is untidy and the tools

half buried with shavings and dirt, that boy learns his lesson of carelessness and

disorder and becomes a poor carpenter. Teach the students that in order to do good

work it is not necessary to chew tobacco, wear an old hat on the back of his head,

nor to hold an old black pipe in his mouth, as we might reasonably infer if we were

to visit the average shop in this country.

Do not allow the student, at first, to help himself to lumber and other supplies, as

it tends to make him wasteful. Keep record and account books in all dejiartments.

If the student is engaged in any construction work require him to keep a record of

all materials used, as well as his time spent upon it. In this way the student can

acquire the ability to estimate, within reasonable limits, the cost of needed improve-

ments at home. If you are supplied with steam power, keep a close account of the
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This is not always best brought about by making the ('.inner more independent.

erity, in general, does not mean every man for himself alone, but it is sure to

follow it' we truly observe the sentiment in the saying Live and Lei Live." This is

greet measure the secret of business success. One man says to another, "Yon
bay of mo and I will buy your goods of you," and in the transaction each one makes
a profit. Therefore I <1" not think it best to encourage the farmer to <lo l»y himself

too niu. h ot' his oonstrnetive work or repairs. Here and there one may be found

who is capable of planning and building s hew barn, but in s1 cases it will be

. r in the end for the farmer to employ a builder, \\ bile he is giving bis time to

the more valuable operations, to him, of harvesting and marketing his crops.

This i» one extreme case, bul it serves to illustrate my thought. I do believe in

giving the former such practical knowledge that he will take good care of Ins farm

machinery and also make ordinary repairs. Let ns name some of the vai Lous branches

ofmanual work that may be given at college and note their \ alue to one engaged in

agricultural put -

l Woodworking in all of il sof prime importance, and should pn

all other mechanical work. A course ofjoinery at th<- bench should be followed till

• .dent has acquired >f skill and accuracy. Then s i ourse of con-

structive work may be taken up. Every college can afford s raried amount of work
- ops. I

nstsntrj required, and a 1 eptbnaily and profitably empl

ring maybe mad' . bould i»' required of all

- truly valuable Ing in its influence and cnltl

• ident's interest in beautiful and ai Wood tornln pthe

only equaled by free-hand drawing.

smithing

s form. The pnpils appn " '»H

other kiln In the '
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(3) Steam engineering is now a necessity to the majority of onr farmers. Practice

in engine running and firing of boilers can "be given while our students are taking

their wood turning. Agricultural engines should be studied by actual experience in

their management, and every college ought to have such an engine, if for nothing

more than just such use by the students.

(4) Pipe fitting is a very useful accomplishment and can easily be given to small

classes of students at a small cost.

(5) Bricklaying and masonry construction are other lines of useful work, and our

farmers might produce better results in that direction if they were acquainted with

even the first principles of such work. The old dam that forms the ice pond may
be made a permanent affair if constructed of stonework instead of old fence rails

and sods, as is usually the case.

We propose to give the agricultural students at the Rhode Island State College

some instruction in the mixing and testing of cements and mortars. Various pro-

portions of cement and sand are used and tests for both tension and compression are

made. Investigations as to the effect of the age of cement upon its strength will

be carried on during the present winter.

Surveying is essential that a farmer may have a clear understanding of legal docu-

ments descriptive of real estate and of other matters, such as boundaries, acreage of

fields, etc., for which he is usually dependent upon the word of strangers.

The ability to repair shoes and to solder leaky milk cans will often save a trip

iuto town, and likewise save dollars and cents. I have often wished that a course

might be produced involving the study of machine construction as applied to agri-

cultural machinery. There may be such courses in existence, but I do not know of

any at the present moment. A feature of the next convention may well be a paper

upon the above subject.

The first cost of fitting up a woodworking department ranges from $12 to $25 for

each bench and its complement of tools. A forge shop can be established for about

$25 to $30 per forge and complete set of tools. The expense for materials used in

instruction in these branches for a year should not exceed $10, and may be limited

to a much smaller figure. In my own experience students frequently wish to keep

their own work, and they are allowed to do so by paying only the cost of the

materials used.

Mechanical work of an exacting nature should be given to all students of an

agricultural college, because it cultivates habits of order and neatness. It encour-

ages original thoughts on the part of the student. It brings out a confidence in

one's powers of doing and stating things accurately. It gives the student a greater

respect for skilled labor, and puts the future farmer in sympathy and touch with those

whose life occupations are the mechanical trades. Moreover, if this instruction is

given in a proper manner and by teachers who are experienced and enthusiastic in

their work, these results of mental and bodily cultivation must make their appear-

ance. It is right and just that we give our time and put our thought and strength into

the development of the mechanical courses of our colleges, but at the same time let us

give the agricultural student all the assistance that lies in our power. Let us teach

him how to make his life work pleasant and interesting. Let us so lead him in the

development of his powers that he will return to the farm with a true realization of

the fact that he is to follow one of the noblest callings in God's universe.

On motion of Mr. Murkland a vote of thanks was tendered the

ehairman for the signal ability and courtesy displayed by him in pre-

siding over the convention.

On motion the convention then adjourned sine die. A social gather-

ing at the Ebbitt House followed.
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rilK SECTION ON AGRICULTURE AND CHEMISTRY.

In the section on Agriculture and chemistry Mi. Wing opened the

discussion on the scope of the Bhorl courses in agricultural coll<

This he considered largely a matter depending on the class of students

in attendance. At Cornell University the bes1 class of students in the

short course were those from l
s to 25 \ ears old, w ho were already fairly

\u'll trained in the manual work of the farm. With such students

instruction Bhould be directed largely toward inspiring them with a

thirst for more complete information and inducing them to enter the

lar college course. A less desirable class of students consisted of

- not familiar with farm lite or with the best methods of forming.

; these instruction by rules i> necessary to a considerable extent.

A short course of twelve weeks should not cover the whole ground of

ulture. The student should be math- to realize how little he really

knows at the completion of the short course.

Mr. Hills considered the scope of the short course a matter to be

determined by local conditions. He believed there was a danger that

the short course would divert young men from the regular four years1

COUrse. The ideal short course he considered to be one made up of

studies taken out of the curriculum of the long course. In Vermont

the only successful short COUrSC had been that in dairying.

.Mr. Plumb stated that at Purdue luiversity all of the dairy instruc-

tion had been cut out from the regular course of four years and
I
nit into

a special course. At this institution there are ftve lines of agi icultural

instruction from which the student may choose.

Mr. Hunt believed that the Bhori course should be concerned with a

special subject. At the Ohio University the Bhorl course in agricul-

ture occupies two The first year of this course contains no

technical industrial study, unless agricultural chemistry should be bo

considered, and the studies of this year prepare the student, with nnim-

nt exceptions, for entrance to the freshman class in the four j i

course. In tin- m of the special course the studei

ible portion of the technical industrial studies of the regular

f<Mi: '-nurse.

Mr. Says empl the need of special eon scs ..- a meai

attra ami mentioned mples the popuhuil

instruction in the sin al the Minnesota School of

Culture and licultui.d <•, Is at tin- sain.- [nsti

tution.
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Another subject on the programme was cooperation between the

experiment stations in field and feeding experiments, but this was
widened to include cooperative field experiments by farmers. Mr.

Woods, who opened the discussion, considered cooperative field exper-

inents with farmers as of value chiefly from an educational point of

view and not as furnishing safe data for scientific deductions. He main-

tained, however, that cooperation in feeding experiments, especially

in the formulation of plans for the work, was exceedingly desirable.

Mr. Morrow spoke of the advantage of stations consulting each other

as to minor details of parallel experiments, in order that the results of

their work might be comparable. He also urged the importance of more
careful study of the relation of water to soils and crops, and suggested

the advisability of cooperation among the stations looking to the

discountenancing of exaggerated claims made by seedsmen for new
varieties of plants.

Mr. Flagg emphasized the importance of studying the water content

and acidity of the soil of plats used in fertilizer experiments.

Mr. Hays referred to extensive rotation experiments which the Min-

nesota station proposed to undertake at three substations in the State.

Mr. Smith spoke of the advisability of station workers everywhere

being supplied with diagrams of station farms on which experiments

were conducted and with data as to the character of the soil, amount
of rainfall, etc.

Mr. Frear suggested the need of cooperation among stations in inves-

tigations to determine the -effect of climate on plants. Mr. Mills

explained how in his Province satisfactory results had been secured

in cooperative experiments with about 2,000 farmers, most of them ex-

students of the agricultural college.

Mr. Henry stated that the past experience of the stations in the line

of cooperation has not been encouraging. He believed that " private

rather than public methods of affiliation Avould prove effective."

Mr. Armsby doubted the practicability of the formulation by a com-

mittee of plans of cooperation in feeding experiments.

Mr. Redding favored cooperation with neighboring stations.

A motion introduced by Mr. Woods that a request be made that

one session of the convention in 1895 be devoted to the discussion of

methods of feeding in experiments with dairy animals was carried.

Further details regarding matters presented to the convention by
this section are incorporated in the general proceedings (see especially

pp. 49, 50, and 52).



THE SECTION ON COLLEGE \Yi»KK.

Tlic meeting was called to order by < Chairman Hanis. In the absence

the secretary Mr. Gorton, of Michigan, was ch< cretary.

Through Borne misunderstanding, no regular programme had been

provided. It \\a^ moved and carried that matters referred t<> this

tion by the General Session be then taken up. The subject of securing

a bust of Senator Morrill was considered, and it was moved and carried

that tin' section recommend to the General Session thai tin- subject

i red to the executive committee, with authority to receive

specifications and order casts, and to obtain the marble bust proposed

and keep it in a suitable place in Washington for subsequent use. The

following - d their intention to obtain a bust: Alabama]

Wyoming, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Michigan, Soul h < laro-

lina.( >hio, Pennsylvania. Mississippi, Rhode Island. Vei mont, I Delaware,

on sin, New Xbrk, Blaine, Colorado. North Dakota, New I [ampshire,
1 kmnecticut

The subject of the relation of the colleges to the War Department,

red to this Section, was next taken up. It was moved thai this

Section recommend to the General Session that a committee of five

be appointed to confer with the War Department. Moved that the

mmittee be instruct 'islatiou which shall

requireone army offi< i ch land -rant college. Alter considerable

discussion it was moved that the whole matter lieon the table until

Thursday, at l' p. m. < Sarried.

It was moved and carried that a committee of three be appointed by

the chaii to i equirements for admission ami ce

study in tural coH< d report .if 9 o'clock at night

chair appointed a- such commit Murkland of N< ll.nnp-

shire, I lead of South Carolina, ami Ohio. Mi. W, II.

ead an admirable ••
i 'acuity d

It was moved ami carried th.it Mr. Scott's pap <»m-

led for publication in tl u . A

oommuni ;<»» ( Hub I lie pi i\ il l lieir

club to the meml (
»

i mol ion the

invitation wa a it li th.

o3
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Mr. Mnrkland, at 9 p. m., reported as follows:

Your committee, to which was referred the matter of entrance examination and

standard of scholarship, presents the following report:

In view of the varied standard maintained by the colleges represented in this

Association, it is not possible to propose, at tbis meeting, any detailed system of

requirements or any specified course of study.

On tbe other hand, the subject referred to this committee is so important tbat it

should receive careful consideration at the hands of tbis Association.

We advise, therefore, that a recommendation from this Section be presented to the

Association, to this effect

:

That a committee of five be appointed by the Association, which committee shall

report at the next annual meeting, and that the executive committee be asked to

defray all expenses of the committee.

That the committee be authorized and instructed to confer with the "New Eng-

land Association of Colleges/' the "Committee of Ten," the "National Educational

Association," the "Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education," and such

other bodies or associations as may be, and to embody the results of such confer-

ences in its report to this Association.

Adopted.

Moved and carried that the committee on programme for next year

be instructed to place upon the programme one session of the Section

on College Work, for the discussion of the methods of teaching agricul-

ture. It was moved and carried that the chair appoint a committee of

five on nomination. Adjourned, to meet at 2 p. m., November 15.

Moved that the two resolutions referred to this Section by the Gen-

eral Session be taken up. Carried.

It was resolved that this Section deems it unadvisable at the present

time for the Association to take action on the subject of the two reso-

lutions submitted to the Association, respectively, by Messrs. Scott of

New Jersey and Atherton of Pennsylvania.

The following resolution was then considered:

Eesolved, That it is the sense of this Association that the executive committee

should continue their efforts to secure an appropriation for the purpose of furnish-

ing, under proper restrictions, students in our land-grant colleges with uniforms and

such other equipment as may be necessary for more complete instruction in military

science and tactics.

Adopted.

It was moved and carried that the Section on College Work recom-

mend to the General Session that a committee of five be appointed rela-

tive to the military work in laud-grant colleges. It was moved and

carried that the executive committee be instructed to secure legislation

which shall require one officer of the Army to be detailed to each col-

lege receiving the benefits of either or both of the so-called Morrill

Acts, which shall request it.

Faculty Meetings.

By W. H. Scott.

The occasion for faculty meetings grows out of the conditions under which facul-

ties exist. To teach and govern jointly requires a mutual understanding and an

accepted basis of cooperation. To secure and maintain these, there must be an oppor*
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tions fixed, either by defining the powers of the (aeultj ot by
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announces times and methods of examination, and determines the methods ol record
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In all co ame extent, and to a great extent in th< number of

practical difficulties arise.

Tim first niic grows out of the volume of business. A multitude of «l« tails aeon-

mulatee of which the college of forty years ago with its single course of stud] and

mple organisation contained no prophesy. The administrative work of the

college of the present day, with its new departments, it- various courses, it- eleo-

itudiee, its large faculty, and its multitude of students, has become vast and

complex ami in some respeots exceedingly difficult. It* the faculty must take imme-

diate all the details of it. almost daily sessions would be necessary, and

sotne ot* them would be very protracted and wearisome. Buch a consumption of

time and energy would seriously impair the teaching function of a colh
g

Anotherdifficulty arises from the greater size of the faculty. A large bodj is eJmosI

certain to protract its deliberations and to reach unsatisfactory conclusions. Th< re
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Another evil that sometimes besets the faculty meeting is that one aggressive

member, or a few, usurp leadership and control business. If these were always the

wisest, it would be an advantage ; but they are more likely to be the hasty and
impulsive, or those who have their own ends in view.

Heated discussions may occur. Severe remarks may be made which leave a sting.

They may sometimes produce deep resentment, and even lead to open dissension.

Some of these difficulties may be avoided, and the chance of the occurrence of

others may be greatly diminished in several ways.

It goes without saying that faculty meetings should be subject to parliamentary

law. A good manual should be adopted as the standard of authority; and, though
some latitude may be allowed on ordinary occasions, the remedy which it offers for

parliamentary difficulties ought to be promptly applied whenever it may be neces-

sary. A great deal of the business that is transacted in some faculty meetings had
better be transferred to individuals. Much should be left to the professor. Let him
rule his own department, subject to such general rules as may be necessary to secure

a proper degree of uniformity in the administration of the several departments.

Much more should bo delegated, either by the trustees or by the faculty, either

formally or by tacit consent, to the chief executive of the college. In the larger

colleges the president should be nearly or entirely free from the duty of instruction,

so that he can devote his attention to matters of administration. Power commen-
surate with such a position should be placed in his hands, and he should be held

responsible for its exercise.

A great means of relief is a system of standing committees or subfaculties. Each
of these committees should have jurisdiction over the studies of a certain section

of students, the members of the committee being selected because they have charge

of classes to which these students belong. The committee may have regular times

for meeting, but it will usually be found more convenient to meet at the call of the

chairman. These smaller bodies can meet oftener than the full faculty can be

brought together, and thus business will suffer less delay. There being but few
persons to be informed or to be brought to agreement, less time will be consumed in

discussion and conclusions will be reached more rapidly. And as those present are

already familiar with the students and the work under their special charge, their

conclusions will be more intelligent and more just.

The general government of the institution, so far as it is not exercised by the

president, might be committed to a small governing body, consisting of the president

and a select number nominated by him. The same arguments of promptness and

efficiency, economy of time, and sound conclusions which have been given to show
the value of subfaculties apply here. The administration would also be more uni-

form, as the same persons, or nearly the same, would deal with all like cases. Aline

of well-defined precedents would be established, rendering the government settled,

well understood, and easily managed.

While all these advantages of improved method and result would be obtained,

there would be at the same time the removal of an unwelcome burden from the

majority of the faculty, and the prevention of a great and needless loss of time.

What good reason can be given why twenty or thirty or more men should leave their

work, perhaps depriving ten times that number of students of instruction to which

they are entitled, in Order to decide what shall be done with some boy who has copied

from his neighbor's paper during an examination ?

Such a plan of organization would leave for the general faculty only those busi-

ness affairs which are of the first importance. These would hardly include more

than general legislation for the guidance of the subordinate bodies and the most

serious cases of discipline. With this class of its duties so much reduced, it would

have time for more frequent and careful consideration of the second kind that I

named—those of conference.

Tnere are many topics on which a free consultation together by members of a

faculty may be fruitful of excellent results. Though less urgent from a lower point
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and of the institution as a whole, the awakening of individual interest and power,

and the inspiration of fellowship; and the greatest of these is inspiration.

The faculty meeting ought to be the center of strong intellectual and spiritual

forces. It ought to develop and promulgate the ideas which form the texture of

the academic life. Its spirit ought to be high and magnanimous, and its impress on

the student body ought to be a royal impress, set so deep that it can never be

effaced. That spirit ought to pervade the atmosphere of the place as a purifying

and stimulating force reaching upward and downward from the office of the presi-

dent to the room of the humblest and most sluggish student, and outward to the

utmost boundaries of its sphere. The faculty meeting ought to be the fountain of

life to the college—the warm and ample heart whose beat regulates the pulse of the

whole body, and from whose outgoing tide the whole body, 'fitly joined together

and compacted, may make increase unto the building up of itself both in love and

in power.

When can such conferences be held? This must be determined according to cir-

cumstances. If the time of the faculty meetings is taken wholly or partly from

regular programme hours, it would hardly be right to extend it for this purpose.

But if the faculty meetings have an evening set apart for them once a week, or once

a fortnight, or once a month, the latter part of the evening may very appropriately

and profitably be devoted to such conferences as are here meant. It might be a still

better plan, and one that would suit either case, to give one evening a month to

this special object, and to have one or two short papers prepared as a basis for dis-

cussion. What is this meeting in which we are now engaged but a representative

faculty meeting of the kind I have suggested? If it is worth while for us to come
together, at great expense of money and time, from different colleges scattered over

the whole country, to hold such conference meetings as this, surely it would repay

the slight effort and inconvenience involved in holding meetings of a single faculty

for a similar purpose.



THE SECTION ON ENTOMOLOGY.

The following papers were read before the Section:
•• Entomological Work in Experiment Stations," bj ll. Osbora
"The Economic Value ol Parasites," by r. If. Webster.
-•Special Insert Outbreaks of L894 in towa," by H. Osbom.
uTlie nse of Ajsenites on Tobacco," by ll. Garman.

OMOLOOICAL WOBB IN I
'.\ PJ i;im i.M STATIONS.

By u. OsBOBir.

Tt Is the intent of this paper to discuss Borne <>r the practical detaileof entomolog-
ical work in connection with the experiment stations and point ont Borne of th«>

- for such work, and to attempt to make plain the Deeds of better equip-

ment and greater enlargement in this line of Agricultural investigation. Those who
eded me in this office have taken occasion to indicate the extent and
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certain peculiarities of hal)it will render an insect proof against measures which at

first sight ajrpear to he entirely practicable. Methods of spraying and combinations

of substances for this purpose have been tested and experimented with to a consid-

erable extent by men who are not trained entomologists, and, in many cases, to very

decided advantage in the production of mechanical devices for spraying and com-
binations of insecticidal substances, but in some cases the attempted application of

such methods or combinations to certain kinds of insects would be recognized as

useless by anyone acquainted with the fundamental structure of insects.

While we would encourage therefore every effort toward the perfection and adop-

tion of spraying devices and spraying fluids, we would urge the importance of refer-

ring the application of these to various insects whose habits are not entirely known
to trained entomologists who should be able to determine as to the possible value or

usefulness of the effort and the direction of practicability for such measures. That
the entomologist connected with an experiment station should devote himself to the

investigation of the injurious insects in his territory would seem to require no argu-

ment, but there are cases in which we see entomologists in their capacity as station

workers devoting themselves to studies which, to say the least, have but a very

remote relation to the practical needs of their constituency. While a knowledge of

the insect fauna of each particular State is a great desideratum and is ultimately of

economic importance, it seems to me that to make this the leading subject of study

to the exclusion of the study of the habits of the known destructive forms is a mis-

take. To take up the investigation of monographing of a group of insects, which,

in their distribution and habits, have little relation to the industries of his State, is

unwarranted. For the person engaged as an experiment station worker to engage

in the monographing of a group of marine mollusca would be manifestly absurd, but

instances not greatly different from this could be cited from the history of our exper-

iment stations. It must be remembered, of course, that there are a number of

instances in which the station entomologist is simply to devote part of his time to

station work and part to other duties, and if such work is embraced among his other

duties this remark would have no application. It should be understood thoroughly,

however, that it is a matter of common honesty for an individual engaged for a

certain kind of work to devote himself thoroughly to that particular work.

In the method of work which he investigates the entomologist should aim above

all to secure thoroughness and accuracy, and for this purpose he needs a full equip-

ment of apparatus, the particular character of which will depend upon his location

and the subject of study, but in the provision of which ho should not be stinted.

For the full elaboration of life histories some form of insectary is almost essential,

although, of course, much work may be done without the complete control of condi-

tions which may be provided by such a building. Of breeding cages he should have

a fall supply, and these will be constructed in varying degrees of complexity, accord-

ing to the results to be reached. He must not omit the study of minute details in

structure or a careful determination of species and varieties, as this may happen to

be an important factor in the determination of methods of work, danger of intro-

duction and distribution of certain species, and other points of importance, all of

which can not be exaggerated. A complete equipment for thorough microscox>ic

work is therefore of absolute necessity, and no entomologist should consider his

equipment complete, or even begun, without such an outfit. While a great number
of insects which he is called upon to examine may be readily determined without the

use of the microscope, there are many in which the microscopic characters are an

absolute necessity. For instance, the necessity of such work occurs in the recent

distribution of the San Jos6 scale, which has been of such immense importance in

California, and which during the last two years has been recognized at a number of

localities in the Eastern States. The extensive notices given to the distribution of

this species naturally led to an examination of orchard trees all through the fruit-

growing districts, and many specimens of the common native bark lice were sent to

our experiment station for identification, and doubtless the same occurred in nearly
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being divided among; different stations and duplicated at three or more of them
not only divides the labor and the responsibility, but makes the results much more
authoritative. The same is true regarding the test of insecticide machinery. The
various devices for spraying or for the mechanical destruction of insects which in

some cases are so expensive that it is impracticable for each station to secure an

outfit, while if they are taken as a gratuity from the manufacturers there is sufficient

obligation on the part of the station to make the result of less value than where the

test can be made with entire freedom from such obligation.

A phase of the station work which does not make any material show, but seems to

me to bo of as great importance as anything that we undertake, is the attention

to correspondence regarding insects. Every letter of inquiry regarding injurious

insects or asking the determination of any forms should receive most careful atten-

tion, and replies be written with the same care that would be devoted to an article

for publication. In many cases such letters may pass from hand to hand to be used

by the neighbor or different parties, and indeed where referring to insects of interest

in a particular locality, they are very likely to be handed to some local paper and may
thus get a much wider circulation than the writer anticipates. Moreover, a careful

reply to one letter is very likely to encourage further correspondence, and in this

way the entomologist will secure a correspondent who may be of very great service

in keeping him informed as to the insects of importance in that locality and who
would become a center of information for the neighborhood in which he lives. A
personal letter is much more likely to be carefully read and its suggestions followed

than a general note published in a general way, so that this personal correspondence

may be more effective in bringing about active adoption of remedies than a wide

distribution of information in published reports.

The question of what to publish and how to publish the results of investigations

is often a very perplexing one. The great majority of the people whom we wish to

serve have very meager knowledge of the structure and habits of insects, and great

pains must be taken not to bury our information in articles written in language

beyond their reach. On the other hand, we will fail in one great purpose of our

work if we simplify to such an extent as to not present the evidences on which con-

clusions may be founded. The reader should be left with some more definite knowl-

edge of the subject in hand than he possessed before, and if possible stimulated to

observation, thought, and experiment for himself. The plan of writing plain, untech-

nical articles, but with every effort to secure accuracy and clearness of expression

for the general bulletins, and of publishing more technical matter necessary for the

use of station workers in such journals or bulletins as will reach especially the

scientific workers, seems an excellent one. Aside from these methods, we must adopt

all possible means, such as personal work in institutes, notes in agricultural papers,

etc., to reach the greatest possible number.

Entomological work has made gratifying progress, but results so far gained are,

I am confident, but a slight indication of what may be accomplished by persistent,

faithful, and well-directed effort.



THE SECTION ON MECHANIC ARTS.

The first meeting of the Section on Mechanic Arts was held in the

main parlor of the Kbbitt House, November 13.

The meeting was called to order by President J, II. Washburn, of

Rhode Island, at 2 p. m.

On motion of Mr. Anderson, of Kentucky, seconded by Mr. Drake,

of Rhode [sland, a committee was appointed t<» take some steps to

interest all American colleges to send representatives t<> take pari in

the meetings of the Section on Mechanic Arts. The committee named
by tin' chair was Messrs. Anderson, Drake, and Tyler,

The secretary was instructed torequesl Mr. True to send a copy of

the next annual report of the Association of American Agricultural

Colleges and Experiment stations to every instructor in mechanic arts

in the colleges belonging to the Association.

< )n motion of Mr. James K. Patterson, of Kentucky, seconded by Mr.

Tyler, of Massachusetts, a committee was appointed to define the scope

of the work of the Section on Mechanic Arts. A committee comp<

Messrs. Tyler, Drake, and Anderson was appointed.

On motion, the meeting proceeded to listen to the reading of the

following pap
• Shop Courses for Mechanical Engineering student-." by J. J. Wil

more.
•• What Mechanical Work Shall we Give the Students in our Agri

cultural Colleges!" by W. B. Drake.

MINUTES OP MEETING <•! BE4 rTOH OH MECHANIC LI \l.Mi:r.i:
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A committee composed of Messrs. Anderson and Silvester was
appointed for the purpose of having the papers, read this year before

the Section, published in the general convention proceedings.

The following papers were presented :

" Some Problems of Manual Training in our Technical Schools," by
J. E. McOoll.

" Belt Fastenings," by Walter Flint.



THE SECTION ON HORTICULTURE AND BOTANY.

The chairman, Mr. Goff, of Wisconsin, and secretary, Mr, Pammel, of

Iowa. <1 i« 1 not attend the convention, and the Section organised by elect-

Mr. Tracy, of Mississippi, as chairman for the meeting and Mr.

Balstod, of New l^ secretary. The printed programme for the

on gave the titles of eleven papers by a^ many authors, but only

twoof these authors were present during the whole convention, and only

one at the organization of the Section. A committee npon programme
then-tore appointed, consisting of Messrs. Moll, <»t" Alabama,

nby, of < >hio, and the acting secretary, t<> report at the next session

of the Section.

The first paper read (by the secretary was by II. N". Starnes, of

_ . npon "The Proper Position of Hybrids in the Classification

ofAmerican Grapes." A classification is proposed dividing all sorts

apes into seven series or species, and all native subspecies are

considered as varieties. The mother plant in all cases regulates the

- into which the hybrid rails. The vineyard in charge of the

writer. Mr. Redding stated, was arranged according to the classification

offered. Mr. Lozenby stated that plums ami other bruits needed ;i

"iy plan of classification. .Mr. Burrill rted that more of

botany ami the methods of botanists should be used in horticulture.

Mr. Goff sent a paper upon" Plant Breeding at Experiment station-."

which was read by th< i y. The author made a strong plea for the

nation of new varieties ;it the experiment Btations, and stated that

it was his firm conviction that grand results must come from plant bi

lug. A lengthy discussion followed, in which Messrs. Mell, Ti

1 in nil 1. and others took )•
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for Experiment Work," and (2) "Construction of Greenhouse Benches
for Subirrigation." Side benches are objectionable and therefore it was
advocated to divide the greenhouse space so as to have two benches

with an alley 30 inches between them in the middle of the house, and
a narrow one running along each side wall. For subirrigation the tile

is laid upon the bottom of the bench and the water runs out at the

joints, wetting the soil uniformly. If the water runs out the lower end
of the tile too freely it may be checked by using small sheets of tin

placed between the joints of the tile at any point where more water is

desired in the bed.

A plan of field experiments with fungicides was outlined by Mr.

Halsted and some results mentioned that had been obtained during the

present year. Spraying with Bordeaux mixture for the leaf spot of the

beet was successful, and the anthracnose and blight of beans can be con-

trolled. Bordeaux mixture in excess caused a dwarfing of the plants.

A paper by Mr. Pammel upon " Bacteriosis of Ruta-bagas" was read

by the secretary. A fatal rot of ruta-bagas was found to be due to

microorganisms, a new species of bacillus. Mr. Mell stated that lie had
met with a similar decay. Two other papers by Mr. Pammel were read

by title, namely: (1) "On the Distribution of Some Weeds in the

United States, especially Iva xanthiifolia, Lactuea scariola, Solanum
rostratum, and S. carolinense;" (2) "Notes on Diseases of Plants at

Ames, Iowa, 1894."

Mr. Bolley's (North Dakota) paper upon "Effect of Change of Soil

upon Growth of Wheat" was read by Mr. Lazenby. Among the con-

clusions arrived at from the experiments are: (a) "That the grain or

fruit of wheat is much less subject to variation than its vegetative

parts; (h) that true varieties under like soil and climatic conditions

will approximate a like product without reference to the parent soil;

aud hence, (c) that in general the changing of seed wheats because of

supposed advantages to be attained through change of soil is based

upon a fallacious supposition."

Mr. Waldron's (North Dakota) paper upon "A New Macrosporium

Disease of Squashes" was read by the secretary, as likewise one from

Mr. Corbett (South Dakota) upon " Determination of Sex in Shepherdia

argentia by Bud Characters."

Mr. Rane, of West Virginia, contributed some points upon " Surface

Subirrigation." Ordinary tiles are used for conducting the water

between the rows of plants. " It is simple, practical, and inexpensive."



PROVISIONAL SECTION ON STATION Unkk.

Galled to order at t o'clock p. m., November 1 1.

The secretary announced three topics lor discission :

l Touching the permanence of the Section, the present Section

being provisional.

2)•Touching a communication from the Association of German
Experiment Stations.

Touching the classification and arrangement of station accounts.

Upon motion the topics were taken up in the above order.

(1) Mr. Smith moved that steps be taken looking to the formation of

a permanent section on station work.

Opposed by Mr. Frear on the ground that too many sections would

be undesirable; and by Mr. Johnson, Mr. Mell, and Mr. Myers on the

ground that tin- questions likely to come up before a section on station

work could l»e better discussed before the general body.

The motion was lost.

_' The secretary presented a communication from Prof. Dr. Nobbe,

of the German Association, stating that the participation of members
of foreign experiment stations would always be welcome.

Mr. Jenkins re.nl resolutions which he had prepared in response to

this communication. It was moved and seconded that they be recom-

mended to the General Session for passag
< arricd.

In order to bring before the meeting the third topic [the super

vision by the Secretary of Agriculture of the expenditure of Btation

funds) Mr. Aivord offered the following resolution:

. That in tlu- opinion of thi IfflcoK i«.r the

of Agriculture t<> fully Ascertain tin- (a

funds, from ii:-- . ..miiiiation in \\ it «.i |.|..
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Mr. Plumb said that the new form would cause many changes m the

system of accounts at Purdue. He thought it desirable for the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to send on a representative to see just how the

funds were expended.

Mr. Jenkins thought there would be great difficulty in classifying

station expenditures under the proper heads. How were administra-

tive expenses and those of the scientific staff to be separated? There

were many things that could not be found out except by personal exam-

ination made by some one sent on for the purpose. He was heartily

in favor of the Department authorities, before passing judgment on

whether station funds had been properly expended, sending somebody

to find out.

Mr. Craighead opposed the motion on the ground that it was a useless

expense. Inspectors would be able to find out very little more than

could be ascertained from the reports. If the Department was not

satisfied that the funds of a station were being properly expended they

could send out a man to investigate.

Mr. Goodell thought the stations ought to court the fullest investi-

gation. If the Secretary of Agriculture wished to send around an

inspector, the stations should not oppose it.

After some further discussion Mr. Alvord withdrew his resolution,

and one offered by Mr. White as a substitute (see p. 47) was adopted

and recommended to the Association.
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